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INTRODUCTION
There are two seemingly %posing pressure. on TAPE
within Australia: to cut costs and improve effidency and, at
the same time, to extend the opportunity for many more
groups within the community to participate in further edu-
cation. The laser mason, has become particuledyagent
with the anagence of award restructuring as a dominant
force within induetrial relations, as this has the Potential to
make job classification velem., wage rystems and career
progression centred on skill acquisition.

John Coffey, the open baliligg Collalltgat far the Council
for Educational Technology in Great &Wilk writes of
similes pressures an educational institutions in the United
Kingdom H. noose that, although there ate moos econ-
omic stringencies, continuing manning of individuals is
requited as the industrial base of the economy changes and
the average age of the population increases (Coffey 1980).

Delivery systems which offer an alternative to die tradi-
tional means of teaching by class contortor cotrespondence,
have been seen as both having the pramtiol to be moss cast
effective, as well as being moze accessible to a wide lenge
of community groups. The Commcnwealth Government.
which contribute. about one-third of the funding of the
TAPE system L Australia, has nominated changes in de-
livery querns as one means of improving productivity in
TAPE (Dawkins 1990).

HOMOVOr, Rae Biasing (1987), Head of the Migrant Educa-
tion in South Mamba, makes the point that any new
classroom programmes must maintain whicationsl inte-
grity. The present mon, therefoie, is concemed with
evaluating 'Her..mode*, a primal, new means of subject
delivery in TAPE, in terms aft. potential for CON efficiency
and extension of opportunity, as well as educational effec-
tiveness.

Floxlmode
Within TAPE, me with moot educational queens, there have
traditionally been two main methods of organizing insane-
don for students. The student can either attend regular
classes, where a teacher normelly uses tbe ttaditionalcup°.
sitory method of *aching, or the student can study by
conespondence. Study by correspondence (distence edu-
cation or external smiles) usually entails the studioreceiv-
ing a audy guide and lesson notes of some sort, and being
required to send amigmuent work to a tutor.

The difference between the two rystems is the type and
degree at teacher-student contact, and the degree dcontrol
the student has OM bow heishe studies the modal (ouch
as pace of study, location and so on). k is thus usfid to SIPS

distance education (or amoral nudes) end face-to-face
teaching as related methodologies cm tom educational =D-
ian= one turned on the tosehor-dodoot relationship and the
other on die &gm of carnal dee sondem has over such
vatisblee as pas and place of study (see Him 1.1).

At one mama at both =mune die student waits from
solf-andy materials a hiMier own time and place of study
while at other extreme, the student leans by die traditional

Realm** NV* WA TAFE

classroom method, from &teacher, in a set place ata teatime.
In between these two delivety modes there ate munstous
initiations of study type combining degrees of nacher-stu-
dent meat snd pace of learning. The nun efleximode' is
used to &fine a mode of study which incorporates some of
atm veAations.

Henan& is usually cOmmrnatised by a pre-planned com-
bination of on- end off-campus etudy (Album 1946). It is
nen as providing the sawing with the independent.% of
off-campus Andy in combination with access to c
renames and the oppottunity to interact with college
and students.

Fleximode was introduced into Australia by the Gordon
College of TAPE (Vidalia) in 197E. It wes adapuld from
a mode of study pioneered by the Barnet College of Further
Education in 1977 afier ix years of collaborstive work with
the National Extension Colley, die main MOW for the
provision of coempondance coulees in Great Britain. Bar-
net College has patented the name 'Rexistudy to describe
the way these courses are delivered (Nations' Extension
College Reports 1980). Reximode is non available in other
TAPE colleges in Victosia. Some of these ate documented
in Jack Poke. :sport to the Ministry of Education, Victoda,
Open Learning in the Victorian Sues Trainitig Systems (Poke
1988). Of the other Australian States, only South Australia
MON to be wing fleximode, et the Adelaide and the Ught
Colleges of TAFE. The purpose of this research study was
to review the fiezimode literature and then intrakice flezi-
mode into the %nem Australian TAPE system and evalu-
ate its coat and effectiveness compeeed with traditions'
delivery Nyman. Some of the questions sulked were in-
fluenced by expanse's in the whet States.

The tepee begins with some historical background an flex-
imode and a description of how it operates in England and
Australia, in particular the way in which it is organized and
administered.The beckpound aping which fleximode was
introduced within %stem Australia is also &scsibed, in-
cluding events landing to its proposal sod the variousstake-
baking in die operation. Details of die various flezimode
subjects to be introdined me then given and the psupond
method el evaluation I. described, including details a
survey instruments. The !Mime& programme oro then
described u a series of can studies, then compatinnemade
between die programss in ardor to highlight important
features. Badly, the IMAMS orgeniaational and administra-
tive problems associated with ilazimode are discussed end
recommendations made about possible directions for
TAPE.

Study convene! Iv student

1
lece-to.face Student leans

teeckwotudent from 01111004f
contact in the den

Study controlled by teacher

Pierre Li
Relationship beneven teacher-sad.* iateraction and the
degree so which the randy ii controlkd by the student

9 1



2
FLEXIMODE IN BRITAIN AND AUSTRALIA
Fleximode, as practised in Austre lia, was edsntsd ft= a
mode of study pioneered in %gland by the Barnet College
of Purther Education. This action thetefose describes the
background mare extensively and discusses where and how
fleximode operates in England end Amnon&

It is certain that flaximode delivery is used in educational
B ynum& other them in England and Australia However, as
Ashunt (1986) also found, a lineature search for fladmode
(using appropriate descriptors) utiliing the ERIC and the
Australian Education Index databases gave UK materials
only. Them has apparendy been extensive development of
innovative touching methodologies in Noah America, end
this has conned within an educational roam that is much
more open md fitoulle than the systems found in either
Britain or Australia. A description of some Ameeican inno-
vations can be found in Fame (1989) and Mathers (1988).
Thue will no be described in this repast

Britain
In Britain, peogranunes and institutions which allow stu-
dents flexibility in their leaning have been given a high
profile because they have been seen as a means offeromoting
social equity (Fama 1989). A nmnber of insthutions have
been established specifically to rrovide this flexibility. The
National Euensio: College (NBC) wee foneded in 1963 as
a privme institute which would peovide *second-chance'
education for adults. In 1968, the government-funded Open
Univenity was opened for much the some mason, and this
organisation has sanded world-wide interest and notable
rematch in open lamming. The Open Tech programme was
founded by the British Government in 1983 end led to a
number of developmental piojecte, mostly aimed at produc-
ing emu= materials to awe indeperdent leaning in
the wockplau mid to develop woth-relmed &as therough
non-tmditional delivery mechanisms. Most recently the
Open College has been established, drawing an dee best all
the milerials prevknely produced (Rom 1989). The Open
College offers mums both to individuals and businemes,
delivered through & network of Open Access Centres and
the Nadomal Distance Leaning Gone (operated on behalf
of the Open College by the Open University).

Resisted, grew out of an attempt by the NBC to improve
the traditional type of conespondeme comes. The College
offered coulees only by c .uespondence, although mppor-
tins materiels mach as radio and television programmes,
tapes, kite, weekend comes mid seminars were also avail-
able. In 1971 the college peogramme was expended to offer
`linkold' canes in which dee *what wedge from NBC
course modals but also wands Amu one night a week.
Barnet College, Am ek years at making with NEC offer-
ing linked courses and Satmday confeances for corre-
spondence students, inuodaced &Mandy.

Plexistudy, as it apemen in Barnet and elsewhere in the
United Kingiosn, has been well documented by Admit
(1986), an NEC College Report by Barnet College (1980)
and Oseagg (1985). A antimary only oft* xelevent points
will be given in this report.

2

Organization of Floziatudy
A student anselling in fleximode at Boma College is given
a teaming package which consists of:

the supply of conespoodence menial

the madthog and ameemeent of magma:ems

the provision of tuziels in small group situations where
possible or individually wham necessary

procarolenut counselling

access on a nuke basis to general advice and Nippon
e.g. Barnet offers 'surrey' time sack week when the
tutor is available by tolephoos or in person

The use of college facilkies and services

Rather than paying tutors on the basis of class context and
marking load separately, tutors are paid on a 'camo-load'
system. At Hamm the maximum can-load is 30, end no
member of the toff cm have mom thsn coo-third of their
professional time allocaled to Plexistudy. Within each
tutor's programme. eppeorknamly 15 minutes per week
(conaming of 10 minuses per student sad fiwo minutes
adminisization and peepsration time) I. allowed for each
fluistudy student. This is similar to the mum allocation
for a traditional evening clue et Barnet.

Students are charged a fee which is slightly higher than the
pmt-time clam fee. They me also tequised to buy any
materials obtained from NBC or any other some. An
overall limit of five years to complete a curse is allowed
before the student has to re-enrol and pay anotherenrolment
fee. The dine in which the student helms to complete the
cause is negatimed between student and lecturer . Retie-
tudy has been used to cater for students who require study
skills causes, introductory courses, secondary school and
university matriculation comes, and professional qualifi-
cation courses.

Flexistudy is now available in many other colleges
thmughout **United Kingdom. The Dizector of NBC, Roe
Mospeth, riposted thst, in December 1988, there were 250
collages aglasted with NBC as flesdnedy collars. NEC
had mace Madame (eppeoximately10 000) studying NBC
courses through flexiaudy then with the college itself (sp-
peoximately 7,000) (Mospeth, p.11. comm., 1989).

Bach college Wants which findsewdy course it wishes to
offer and uses material from NBC or other suppliers like the
Opee Uaivenity and commercial conespoodence colleges.
Som. colleges produce their own materials. The eollegu
set up their own administretive system, usually based on the
Banat model. NBC also produces a qusutedy newsletter,
Flexistm d y News, which is me out to all colleges.

Evaluation of Fialtiatudy
Barna College has produced a liszistudy' mental for other
colleges which emplane the yam used at Hamm and gives
some uneful infommion about tauchirog by &mimed+ (Bar-
net College af Rather Ethical= 1960). la the 19110 edition
it is nosed that, until then, 62 oandidesss had beat poodtwed
for onsdastion, with a paw rde of TO moon in arts
nejscts Ind 30paress in whoa Milan They mond&
is oingisrlo the usual pass rass foe normal evening ciao.
No figures on deop-out roes ate given in the normal except

I 0
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that they ate much lower than the 30 percent that was
initially peediceed. In 1968, Sam Mc Kaown, Head of
Lambs Resumes Unit and Open Lemming at Barnet
College, reported 323 active students using flexistudy, with
the targeted figure of 625 for 1988189 (National Extension
Craw, 1988).

Bath Ashur* (1986) and Oman (1983) report some lista
from a study 00e:dowdy imams in the pilot year at Benet
College, a study which Ashore believed to be the only study
carried out an flexistudy students. In this study student
numbers are not given but it is reported that females out-
numbeeid males by two to one, with the median age of
females bang 33 yeas, compared to 28 ran for miles.
Many of the nudists worked in jobs which made class
attendance dcult.

By comparison with evening dasses, the drop-cat rate
elsewhere was higher for flexistudy students but exam pass
rates were elso higher. Penman quoted in Aaiun (1986,
p7) concluded that 'Maximally performance is comparable
with ~now class study and better than in traditional
correspondence courses'.

AMOURS
Flerimode wee introduced into Australia through the Vic-
torian TAPE wyotern, by Guidon Tochnicel College, Victo-
ria, in 1978.

In Victocia, distance education within TAPE wee provided
centrally by the Royal Melbounie Institute of Technology
(RMIT) until 1973. In that year the rystem was chensed to
one combining central co-ordination through a mut that
became known asTOCCA(TAFEOff-CampoeCo-ordinat-
ing Authority), with local enrolment and student support
systernsprovided by selected TAFEcollesee throughout die
State. The collages Ind TOCCA combined to form the
Victorian TAPE Off-Campus Netwodt (VTOCN). This
structure provided the opportunity for VictorianTAPE col-
leges to develop methods of ilibieet delivery which could
combine faco-to-face teaching and diatom education.

The main person behind the drive to establish fleximode at
Ocean Technical College was Brian Soars* the co-oedi-
nator of Off-Campus Studies. &nee had poeviously men
Fleximode opening in Cheat Britain. According to Scotia
(pers. comm., 1988), Vimatia stened with a few enthusiasts,
plenty of staff development wodothops and a strong beck-
ground in adult-leaming principles.

The philosophy of those involved in introducing fleximode
into Australia Cid be dedneed from thematerials used far a
&aimed, wookshop conducted it the Donations College
of TAPE on October 13, 1966, by Mao Scot* and Pon
Smith, Head of the Leaning Resource Centre of the then
Gordon Tochnical College (Oadan Techaical College,
19116). Patticipant were told the, with changes in die needs
of pressotadey C0111111.611 of odocation and the wad* of
siducetional neources now avalleble, edocstionalins must
look beyond the traditions' ways of delimiting edocition.
Hexibility for cononners aodconsruency with adult-Ism-
ing prisciples were emphasised butdiem was no mention
of =et effectiveness.

Frocknode within WA TAFE

Research on fleximode followed later: a limmture earmy by
Loday Greys Project Officer for the Off-Campus Net-
work (Gnaw 1983) and en evaluation of &Amos within
the Victodan TAPB Off-Campus Network by Anhwei, a
research officer within woof (Milord 1986). The results
of this evaluation will be described bast
VIC40,1111

Pleximode has deco speed to other Victorian colleges, not
always oeganined in die same way as that at Gordon, and
introduced for mmy different remens. Pk:dm& has hem
seen as a way of: overcoming the problem of smallclams;
introducing focs-in-face content into diatoms @decodes
comas; catering for *Ante whose busy wotkloads make
weekly class attendance difficult (for example, in Real
Bade comose); kleteasisis students' mammy and hide-
pendsom; catesing for the differentneeds of adult learners:
introducing more technological mune into tesching and
making mines mole cesteffective. In mine came, as with
VT001, ileximode hie bum SIM as just am small upset
of Open Lamming in general, which tbY are Mundy isTialt
to promote acmes die VICIOriM TAPS system.

Poke, manager of VTOCK detailsa umber of of the 'open
learning' Kraal* used in die Victorian colleges and
VTOCN ipmerally, many of which are either Riecifically
teemed fleximode or fall into this category (Poke 1988).
Some notable exemples of fleximode delivery in Vicki&
during 1967 were:

VTOCN

Victodm Certificate ofEducation (VCE), Business Studies,
Commtmication Shlls and Real Beate
Dandenong
Advanced Certificate of Art and Design
Yelloum
Mechanical Engineering (in cordtmction with oil com-
panies), Electrical and bands' Technician's Certificates
East Olppelend
Traineeship courses

Outer Eastern
Electronics in perdcular, but also a number of other subjects
throush various means - college-based tutors, itinerant tu-
tors, community and industry based mutelycentres, telecon-
femur*
Loddon4empaspe
VCE %sough self-help poops and community centres,
Introduction to Accounting

School of Minos, Menu
Accounting U. Basic Supervision

Wangsrette
Various mbjects using commmity-based providers, and, in
acme cams, off- Gnome arms.

World*
Factosy end neighbourbood-contte-beeedprogres
Freston
Distance Liossacy, English for Rwming a Bedouin, VCE,
Communication Skills

Than me peed* many mom flontimods programme in
opetation; dis above wen detailed by Poke as simply a few

1 1 3
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examples of a number of Open Lemming initiative, de-
veloped by the Colleg.

Orosnization of Fleadmode
The Vicelike mason wear to offer various combinations
of face-to-face indict end distance esincation for the
Burma& subjects: clams every two or four weeks; blocks
of teaching at the beginning and end of s comes; and so on.
Thee does not mon to be the same formalized offer of a
'learning package' as described far fiexistudy at Bernet
raw& Where &Woods enrolments are formally offered
in colleges. costs are usually dated between the off- and
an-campus mits. The off-campue staff usually enrol the
student and give counselling as requited. The students use
off-campus study materials where these se available. Any
face-to-faue teething dons by the teacher is paid for by the
on-campus unk The assipment maiking tasulting from
the stodent working partly in an mama mode is paid for
by the off-cenpus budget e NW the amyl rats. This pay
differential is based an the unnoption that the students are
seeing the lecturer at regular intervals and thus they do not
need as much detailed written feedback as conventional
distance education students.

According to Scargie (pers. comm., 1988). there have been
problems with the way hotline& has been oeganizad. For
example. some teachers believe they are (or should be)
masking fleximode mulente essigtesents in a limiler man-
ner to off-campus Owings' assignments. and therefore be
paid at a similar me. Sturgis also believes that staff in
Victimless colleges axe still selecting &alma& as a second
option after face-to-face teaching when class numbers me
email ar there ans timetable clashes. whams he believes in
the educational advantages of the strategy particularly for
adnk learners.

Evaluation
An evalustion of Bulmash in Victorian colleges was car-
tied out in 1985 (Admit 1986) end an evaluation of find-
mode course delivery at Yale= College of TAFEL in 1987
(Days & Hmley 1987). The nvaleation undateken by
Ashore included four colleges, Gordan. Foatecsay, Preston
and Ballard, selected on the basis demobs= of &Woods
enrolments and the need to minimize dse travelling corm of
the evaluation wens. Asking Wilms thee was a conscious
policy decision to cam fleximode at Gordon wisik, at the
three other colleges, 'Flexhnode seems to haw been tried
either for mainstionally-baudfir4isking or experimental
remold (Amherst 1986, p. 8). The evidence tends to sup-
port tisk

Gordon Technical College offered 38 subjects by fleximode
between 1980 and 1984, whereas Ballare decteased its
offering from nineteen subjects offered in 1983, taken by
over one 100 students, so ashy three sabjees with a total at
14 students within the Catifirms of Business Studies in
1985. At Preston College, enrohnents hi fleximode had
remained cossimmtly at shoot 100 indents from 1983 and
1985. Footway College had so formal fieximode ettrol-
Mate but allowed on-campus students to swap to the off-
campas mode where on-campus attendance became
problemetic, and gave aff-campus enrolled students access
to an-cense etaff and teaching.

4

The flexibility of the Anima& caged depended ',timothy
an the hastirmion. At Bailee, for exarapia all Sadao&
classes hed a ane-week-on, ese-week-off cycle (introduced
became of the peosplion that students peefened mauler
on-campus chimes). This ended to mike it a easy gnu-
tured propernme. k could be awed the such a mermaid
pn.gramme defeats the purpose at findisode and Ballarat
was uperiencing a 'eduction in fleximode attains. At
Preston and Oardcm, them was much mate fledbility; the
way the clams veers rum append to depend on faidy
practical ccestraints, such as whether them was In external
end-of-essnester mem

For the evaluation, selected staff members hum the four
colleges were interviewed by an off-campus co-ordinator
and quesdonneres were distributed to fieximode students.
Responses indicated that staff ritually saw fleximode as
pzimadly advantaging students. Sone of the perceived
advantages wen the development of independent learning
WM; the conespondmos mode was enhanced: an-eampus
students we given the added support of off-campus notes
and madam wee allowed mon choice in cans of subject
delivery, class attendance and subjects available (as small
classes became * viable pmposition with fieximode). At
one college, the benefit to the teacher of being able to use
off-campus materials was mentioned, akhough this was
sem ea a neptive point by a teacher et another college:
"Care would have to be taken that the system was not
abused by teachers using the off-cantpus notes and being
paid for assignment correction la addition to a teaching
allowance or by students using the notes a s a crutch"
(Ashore 1986, p. 23). This is one tonal indication of the
controversy that can be generated between teachers over
fleximode.

Staff generally saw fleximode as being con-efficiens, due
mainly to a mon efficient um of college iesources Inch as
classrooms and off-campus notes. It was also seen as lead-
ing to a reduction I. the drop-out rate of corromondence
students, as a resok of elase contact being provided. Statis-
tics, however, wete not repeated.

It is inetteting that fleximode wee not seen to cause many
problems or difficulties, peniculady at Bailee, yet Ballarat
seemed to be offering less fleximods courses. At two
colleges, the difficulty at smff coping with &limo& was
discussed, underlining the need for staff development to
enable lecturers to use the new mode effectively. Footscay
mentioned possible problems for students adapting to the
new mods.

The interviews did not reveal a lot of administrative psob-
lams generated by fimimods, except in teems of entolment
(is it a separeis ategoty7) and the difficulty of actually
deciding whether it was the role of the on- or off-campus
staff to Wormiest fietimodin This highlights whet op-
peered lobe the more fundament/1 prublem, thet is, the need
to have a co-ordineled wench within an ineitution if
flakes& was Weed. Pm example, a Gordon. the ma-
cher* etremed the additional poperwock involved in work-
ins with both the on-and off-oempse sperm and the le* al
off-cempus medals for all subject.. Sle*, the Head
of Dworman at Reston awationsed &seine "picking up
leftovers rather than students interested in the wade , that
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is, the lock of foeward planing in deciding which courses
will be offend by fleximode.

The respondents from Gordo appealed to be the most
positive ahem the future of fieximeds, but at most other
Colleges there wen conflicting views. Mc off-amps
co-ordlnator at Poston, for example. was most pooftive,
while the teacher noted "there is no Mterest us tke part of
other members o f the department" and the Head al Depart-
meet felt "there is very limited potential at this college".

Ashunt (1986) abo uked students studying by fleximode
to completes questionnaire. Pony students went initially
surveyed but only 22 students torpedo& five bun Royal
Melbourne Institute of Technology. 12 ban Prestos end
five from Bailer* Mostly the students were studying by
fleximode because this was the only way in which the
panicuhr subject was offered. However, at RMIT, then
was mutual agreement between the teacher and otudents
to study the subject by fleximods.

Students were lurked about advantages and disadvantages
of this mode of study. Peneived advantages compered to
an-campus study were: seduced class and travelling time;
the chance to cover mon subjects in the time aveilable; the
chsnce to stedy at one's own rate end the pester ease with
which studying could be fitted in with personal and business
commitment These are, of course, advantages when flex-
imode is compared to on-campus study. When students alms
competed fleximode to off-campus study, they mentioned
that the face-to-face contact with lecturing staff was a real
advantage.

The disadvantages mentioned most ftequently were: the
need for pester home study; the less frequent contact with
the lecturer and the greater self-motivation and eelf-disci-
pline required for maccoesful studies by fieximode.

Students differed as to whether they would Isla to so the
college offer other subjects by fleximode, although two
students seemed enthusiastic enough to want to see it intro-
duced for all objects. Asked if they would enrol in Asti-
mode spin if given the option, cooly two students replied in
tise negative. However, sane of the nuchau who re-
sponded posithmly added qualifiers, such as pria subject
knowledp.

In his conclusion, Ashore (1986) is quite positive about
fleximode but suggests that, if the um of &murals were to
be expanded in the TAPE systarn, it should be more thor-
oughly evaluated. An important aim of the present project
was to innoduce fleximode delivery into the WA TAPE
system a id cany out an evaluation in terms of MC effec-
tiveness sad associated aganizational and adminietrative
problems.

Amherst (1986) does suggest diet Soximode mey be cheaper
to run than neditional duos due to the lower conspanint
of face-to-face leeching and, although there are some other
associated costs relating to study materi,als, off-campus
teaching end undue support, these may be embedded in the
system miser than additionaL In the present pupa such
cons woe hivestigaled in peeler depth to find out whether
ilexhoode is indeed a cheaper alternative.

Minus (1986) also suggests that student perfuming, is no
different under fleximode compansd to traditional leeching

Roximodo *Whin WA TAFE

modes but no amid data is actually produced. Only general
commas by teachers such es: "In my initial nm-through
flexinede, the reads: would be as good as average in
off-comps, or on-compas" (Admit. 1986, p. 45) moppet
this viewpoint Another Dim of the peewit poject was
*mho to apart on the posfornsence of students studying
by finelmode compared m that of students in segularclessea.

Menet impressions me given of drop-out mos by the
respondents in Adorst's study. Rye teeth= ftom Poston
suggested the rate was abort 25 peasant to 30 penent,
whereas the teacher from Gordon said "You don't tend to
get high drop-mas in nine fifths units I'm got inileximode"
(Admit, 1986, p. 45). Apia, however, no figures are
given, donkey them wen monitored in the poem project

Yetioum College of TAPE
The fieximode study portions. at Yalleum College of
TAPE involved offering the Mechanical Technician Certi-
ficate (Fluid Power) to Belo employees working eff-shore.
Students studied the off-campus component at the rig or at
home and completed poetical workshops at the college.
Thirty-six midgets wee enrolled in 1986-1967 and none
left the course after commencing. Dar and Henley (1987)
report that most students amused to enter tbe course be-
cause of financial incentives associated with do oil iodulory
award but the they came to appreciate the benefits of
managing their own lemming and being able to apply their
new-found knowledge on the job: "I originally did the
course for money but now the money is secondary to the
course". The course also Appeased to be educationally
effective as essessment grades for the fieximode students
wens higher than those of the on-ampus andante (Days &
Henley 1987).

One of the strengths of the Yallourn programme appeared
to be the quality of the staff development provided. Pindy,
ascent knowledge and altitudes uf the staff wens
identified and then a stsff development propamme address-
ing identified needs was povided. Staff received training
in curriculum writing, pteparing interactive instructional
materiels, essesentent tecimiques. eludent-instructor rela-
tionship and admisistretion. Although staff wens appoint-
ly initially reluctant to attend the faunal waekshops, Daps
and Hanley (1987) report that many ci than found 'a new
lease of life', because more motivated in all arms of their
teaching and began to act as cisange-ageins for other na-
chos.

The propamme at Yallown College proved so successful
that the number of subjects offered to Eno Australia em-
ployees is being extended.

South Australia
In South Australia, distance education 1. provided by the
Adelaide College of TAPIL which has both on- and off-
campus teaching. However, although fleximode hes been
tried at the College, the most concermd apples* has been
ham Light College of TAPE, se put aka enabdahment as
a mere far the open learning. The bidet impetus for
intmducing fieximode into Sole Australia seems to have
come from the visit of two staff members from the School
at Dulness Studies, Adelaide College al TAPS, to thaw
Vitiation Colleges (Gordon, Poston and Broadmeadows)
in August 1986, to observe Sodom% la operetion.

REST COPY AVAILABLE
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atudy of distance-educadon students carried out by the
Research Branch of du SA Department of TAPE during
197941, in which 60 to 70psecent afTAPEexteena studies
students were found to be living in the metropolitan area
and wen most ftecrendy enrolled thus in order to mons
easily fit in study with othercammitments. Reximode may
prove preferable to distance education for such gradate.

lActunre emenal of the opinion that mane, eigpezienced
people would be better candidates than younger adults for
whom the option of traditional attendence patterns should
remain where poseible.

Prom Bluing's discusions with lectures*, it would seem a
few wen not convinced that flatheads had any ethscational
advantages over traditional classroom-based delivery.
However, the point is made that this really depends cn the
leaner and/or the nthject. Wear* caminly madders that
teachers can gain priessionally hum a change in approach,
from any inseivicing which Mould precede the Amps,
and from the exposure to leaning materials peodued by
others. Students are seen team& hom sewing factors the
possibility of having more flexible classroom attendence;
by beccming mote independent end alf-directed in their
learning sod the enhaoced possibility of linking learning to
life or woik experience. The Yallouns experienoe (Daye &
Hmley 1981) pleviousty discussed is an example of such
benefits to stiff and students.

Bluing also aspen that fleximode could be used most
appropriately with four types of subjects: applied subjects;
competencrbued subjects-, subjects which require individ-
mined practice (e.g. languages); subjects when 'owns-
mission of information is of major importance' (p. 16),
providing the opportunity I. used for presenting the infor-
mation in a variety of ways, e.g. video, audio tape, written
and spoken materiaL AU fieximode student, should be
given pre-enrolment counselling, orientation and on-going

guPPogt

light College of TAFE
Light College of TAPE introduced ficaimode as a compo-
nent of the establishment of open leaning at the College.
A seport wu compiled by John Mitchell after the open
learning mode had teen °poising for approximately one
semester (Mitchell 19$11).

There were both ingtitutional end geographical reasons why
Light College decided to try a mons flexible span of
comae delivery. Lisle College has three campuses and a
thinly greed population base with the key occupations -
agriculture and viticulture -influenced by seasonal demand.
In addition, the Colley, wished to :upend to student de-
mands for mose flexibility, and governinent calls to be more
efficient and adaptive. Cost-effeaivengss, therefore, was
only one of a number at seams kit intiodocing cheap.

The College moved quickly. In Massy, 1988, enrolments
in 'open lemming' courses totaled 10,000 student hours; by
Sepsenber the IOW had lectemed to 24,630 student hours
(31 counts, 733 students).

Although the open looming courses involved different de-
grees of andest-sseciter coma, some were specificelly
'fieggimode" subjects in thai iss students aided by thaw
selves from a est alarming malrials and attesded 'tutor-

ials' either woe* or formighdy. (It is possibly a =enamor
to um the tarn 'asocial' in all ores became batmen were
only paid model ram if Me or so psepostion was re-
mused by the tea= The most common roe of payment was
at the letting ate.) Roximode suisjects nue eieher hum
real mow business or fund studies comes In addition to
these fleximode subjects, tutorials (foce-to-face or by tele-
phone), were added to selfpaced abject., e.g. self-inatruc-
ion and video ope courses. Accordiss to Michell (pas.
comm., 191S) die College is now trying out videos con-
figurations af class contact and self-stody.

Where possible, laming materials were obtained from
other South Australia colleges, in pagiculez, distance edu-
cable matetials from Adelaide College of TAPE Light
College developed their own only when nothing else was
available. Light College Nana* decided lo ues pee-exist-
ins materials where possible, and modify these where
necessary to better mit locel studeets. This would certainly
impeove the cost efficiency of fleximode, as propagation of
materiels is one of the biggest costs.

What is most intenating about the Light College approach
to implementation is the theontical stance adopted by Mit-
chell, tbe Deputy-Pancipal and the Cheapen= din Open
Learning Sub-Committee. Mitchell wears to have been
inflamed by Onenfield's 'phenomenological' view that
orpniutions are invented social nary, that is. 'organiza-
tions are made by people doing and, in that sense, are
insubstantial. They are baud on ideas, mhos and individ-
ual detiOR ... Organisational change, then, requires more
than structwal change; it requires changes in ths meanings
and poposes that individuals /earn'. (Onenfield 1980).

To that end, staff were encouiuged, but not coerced, into
taking pan, and roles and tasks were kept fluid for the staff
to identify end develop.

In effect,1 became involved in die Malian culture of Light
College, establishing mist and rapport, repeating wry
value scheme so that people woad ! understand my mo-
tives, and reassuring staff that they could choose just
how they would contribute to the innovation. (Mitchell
1988).

In addition, staff development was given a high priority,
with many diffment activities biking place, including an
Jonsson visit for some staff to °bane open leaning in
Victoria. However, it is intending to note that, in spite of
this planning, the College did find that pan-time staff were
not eufficiendy involved in this process. This mu sub-
sequendy rectified in the second semester, indicating the
College appeared to be conthmally evaluating and improv-
ing their plogiamaie.

The philosophy guiding do establisament of open learning
is illustreied in Mitchell's meek which contakes contribu-
tions from a mother of Menet staff members and is
sprathled with positive comments about staff accomplish-
ments.

Evaluation
Evaluation of all the open homing activities was on-going,
by both fennel sad hiremal mons, and hum Waif and
nueleats Although students wen adosd toM out *dint
impasse sheet at the complakin of all opus laming sob-
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ens, comments rather than annmative data are given in the
report, and dm the overall nation of students moot be
ganged. However, a cm study of a fall-tine open learning
eluded was quits mfiernetive. This student was male, 26
years old, enrolled in an Anodes Diploma in Accounting
and living in the Adelaide suburb of Oawier (thus a 'urban'
tuber then a 'country' student). H. wu doing edema'
study subjects with Adelaide College of TAPE and cgen
leaning subjects with the Light College of TAR. It is
intending that, although he peefened to work by himself,
with class attendance kept to a minimum, he liked the idea
of having enough emu= to keep him motivated.

The problem I have with Adelaide College's external
studies courses is that there are RO set dates for anign-
meets, and no tutorials: they rely too much on me getting
all the assignments in. I can' tfault the Adelaide College
notes, they' re well set out and you're told everything, but
the direction is solely up to the a'udent.

I like Light Colleges Open Learning courses because
I'm the sort of person who needs some structures, and

liked the weekly or fortnightly tutorials. if ve got
a tutorial coming up, I feel obligated to get my work up
to date. I also frac taw fl go to a Peorial withosa doing
any peroration. I may as well not turn up. So the
tutorials keep me up to date (Mitchell 1988, no page
numb*, given).

In the report the obeervai:mo is also made that 'urban
students, particulady thee around the largest campus,
Oawler, were supicious of the College's motives in intro-
ducing open learning whereas 'county' students appeased
to be appreciative of being given the oppoetunity to study a
range of new courses.

The Student Services Officer also reported on the needs and
concerns of the students, and actions taken to rectify them.
Some often needs, such as compeltensive pre-ensolment
counselling, subject Mention and on-gaing assistance
(particulady in the asea of study skills) have been mentioned
previously. Other needs included were: a central contact
person available especially in the evenings; ready availa-
bility of lectures: a quick tum around time for 'migmatite
and the need to feel included in the College end not co the

MOM'.
Costing
The total cost of establishing open lemming at the College,
generating 24,650 indent her" was around $15 500. (A
'normal' lecturer games@ 800-12 000 student hours).
Some of these costs are 'establishment' costs, so the costs
will be lower in future years.

With the fleximode clause, it is reported that fleximode
classes cost just over half the coA of conventional classes
but detailed costing is not given. Pound communication
with John Michell (1989) indicated the, aihmigh
various ntrangsmints were triad, finally an arrangement
was seethed that helmets wee peid for their class contact
time at their mud leaching rate (nobs§ the subject smoked
no prepeation lime in which me the lased.' res whids is
two-thisde oldie teaching sate was paid). The CM masking
and administration engendered by Reim& lime paid
acanding to neje ma and number of students - each

subject negotiated separately between John Michell and the
lecturer involved. In moat cases, peet-the soft ware hied,
so the peels= of what hegpene to the fidl-due maw oho
has 'down-time' during the non-conne class time seldom
mimed. With the one full-time leacher involved, a separ-
ate enengement was made the was setidactory to all cra-
mmed. Midsell's rdsilosophy awed to be the lecturer'
should not be disadvantaged, but rewarded for trying out
new methods of delivery because of the personal costs
involved.

Mitchell has ince been working in conjunction with the
Adelaide College of TAPE to facilites the me of communi-
cations technology in distance education, in pesticides, the
dialling of live, two-way television between Adelaide Col.
lege of TAPE and two campuses of de Light College of
TAPE (Mitchell 1989). Using contemporery techeology
such as computers, imitative Weldon and satellite trans-
mission to facilites learning, are impanel developments
for fleximods and other similes programme. Bowles
(1987) epee this is essential and that microelectronic
technology should be seen as an integral part of flectisnode
programmes.

Mitchell hu monied that open leaning has since been
expanding st the Light College. In retrospect, be believes
that prays the Light College moved too quickly when
introducing open learning, and to have approached this
mon slowly may have been referable (Mitchell, pers.
comm., 1989).

Western Australis
The Western Australian TAPE system is principally a sys-
tem whim demos education and external studies are man.
aged almost erairely from one college, TES (TAPE External
Studies) College, while all *heedless' provide traditional
facoto-face teaching.

Thee is some evidence the thia has not alwaye been so.
Although TES, (ben known as the Teclmical Coneepond-
ence School), was cuiginelly founded in 1944 to *ler
corregandence tuition to members of the tuned forces and
then leer, civilians, thee vms originally some degree of
flexibility in the way in which mese weee delivered. The
included tutorials (ante at which were held in the Andante'
workplace), supervised study groups and practical mining
for counny apprentices (Mews 1979).

As dw College expanded and became more institution-
alized, the degree of flexibility appears to have lessened.
Piactical Minh* for country appendage was held in the
colleges and Technical Extend= Services (IES) as it was
now called, was geared more directly to correspondence
teaching and the production of educational mated*.
through its publiehing ann, the Techeicel Publicetions
Trust. Liaison visite lee nude by 11121 mit to country
centres, bat not dismally far teaching wpm'.

Resend gody centres wee established* regional colleges
to administer TES comes but only at the Omit Southeast
Regional Coilege of TAPE was pmvision made for external
students to join existing faco4o-fitos closes or aka pet in
tutodal groups.

In November 1984, the College indicated that the intention
to become involved in the um of a nasty of teaching and
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learning strategies (Technkel Extension Service College
Pim, 198547 Trisemium). This inclnded the developmmat
of mobile teeth* renames, educational television pro-
grammes and computer-assisted learning propammes.
Mention was also made of providing interactive contact
with audios by means al interviews, telephone calls and
teleconfaenoss, audio tapes, inactive training evasions end
liaison visits. Farm (Thincipal of TES) alio wrote on the
need far new methodologies in education and mining (Far-
ren 1985).

The main impetus, however, to diversify course deliveay in
WA TAPE seems to have occurred in 1986, when the
Cceponte Plan far the WA TAPE system far the period
from 198648 was developed (Technical & Further Educa-
tion 1986). One of the objectives (Inaction' is the tam
used) in the Corporate Plan was to make TAF a available to
the community through a variety of mess models (Func-
tion 3).

Sub-objectives within Function 3 specified the introduction
of 'mixed-mode' education for reginnal colleges and 'for
metropolitan students at a college other than Technical
Extension Service'. Arising out of this coverage plan, a
Wanking Party in August 1987, recommended the introduc-
tion of 'open learning' within the WA TAPE system, with
open leaning cheracterized rather generally as providing
students with access to as many of the available TAPE
ruources as possible, including clams attendance (Technical
& Further Education 1987).

A number of initiatives iron from this. TES developed a
number of 'open learning' packages, that is, self-teaching
programmes of study in different study areas. These wen
distsibuted to 'soh of the colleges, but do not appear to have
been widely used Another initiative introduced by TES
was the introduction of fleximode for one subject (Com-
munications 1A) at a metropolitan college of TAPE in
Semester 1. 1988, andcontinuing with Com nunications 1B
in Samar 2, 1988. The lemma involved volunteered and
was very experienced in the eubject area but had no back-
ground in fltaknode delivery. Subject delivery wee also
very smuciund, with a double clam split into two poups,
and the hewer saw each group sassy altemative week for
two hours. A. the usual class contact time was two hours
each week, students wets thus given half the usual class
contact time. Study material that bed been developed for
external studies was used, end the lecturer was given a time
allowance of one hour per week to compensate for the
processing of extra assignments which the students com-
pleted &hog their non-contact weeks. %amid communi-
cation with the lectuter involved indicated that although the
programme was enjoyable and the leaner became quite
enthusiastic about fleximoda, the time allowance far mark-
ing assignments wee indequels. Studeets' milts were
comparable with (Amasses. Although the lemma would
have liked to matins Beano& for this iubject in 1989,
this was DOI possible because the =lied= for dis Com-
munication units was revised and external studies matenals
wen not available for the revised course.

Another result of Function 3 objedives fam the 198648
Corporate Plan wee the saggestion that the Currieubm
Research snd Development Unit ofTAFE design a scseatch

project to identify costs, benefits and methodologies rele-
vant to broadening the mese of mixed mode manly options
and arm m this peaject in 198$ (Technical and Paine
Education 1986, p. 41). A survey of the litenna was
carried out by this unit bat significant work did not com-
mence =Mate in 1988 when the Western Australian Office
of TAPE received a TAPE National Researth Conn* grant
for fianding this project

therefore, was the origin of the pmemt research pro-
ject, the objectives of which were:

to investigate diffecat configuntions of fleximode de-
livery that may be appmpriste for selected TAPE sub-
jects;

to develop programmes of fleximode delivery for Mal in
TAPE;

to compels the cost and effectiveness of fleximode de-
livery with traditional delivery:

to identify organisational and administrative problems
associated with fleximode delivery in TAPE.
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3
PROJECT METHODOLOGY
During the latter put of 1988, a number of fleximode
research projects were identified to be undertaken in Semes-
ter 1, 1989 and evaluated in semis of costs and benefits.

The pewees of identification of these piojects came about
in three main ways:

talking to staff in ell the various colleges (including TBS)
about alternative delivery modes they were already using
and were interested in maw

examining TAPE reports and/or documentation that de-
smibed the use of ahemative delivery modes in the WA
TAPE system;

contacting all study WM leaders within the WA TAPE
system and asking than to identify where fieximode
wu taking place or could be taking place.

Six projects were selected for fleximode delivery for the
first semester, 1989. Pour of these programmes were de-
livered as variations from traditional face-to-face delivery,
that is, an off-campus component was added to what was

usually solely on-campus delivery. These programmes
were:

Accounting lA

Two subjects, Play Ind Leaning 1 and Language 2 from
the Mewing Diploma of Social Science (Child Case)

Motorcycle Mechanic Apprenticeship Stage 2A

Petrol Puel Injection

Two other programmes which had bean adapted from con..-
.pond/mu delivery wete also studied. Then were:

One subject, Aeroplane Performance and Operation 2
from the Commercial Pilot Licence Stage 1

One subject, Municipel Practice C Part 1 from the Di-
ploma of Local Government.

Method
The types of comparisons carded out between these ilexi-
mode programmes and the tmditional modes of delivery are
summarised in Figures 3.1 end 3.2. In all programmes
except one, students final maths are reported and compari-
sons of retention rates made where possible. Costs of &-
lives* the programmes by fleximode were compared to
the costs of the traditional modes of delivery.

Coe= Subjects Type of Delivery Comm Mandeb Comperiosse

Various Accounting IA Self-oady by nude=
Assignments
Pace-ao-1 roe hones
of 4 bows every
second wreak

MS course armorials
mid teacher's lecture
ours

Saideate lelletiOn ries
Euro =mho
Teaceer's perceptions
Stenos' proven=
fineacial come

Awed= Diploma of
ChiM Care

Play and 14111171111 1
Lanpage 2

.
Selfieudy by etude=
Animus=
Seed= booklet nano=
4 anon= (2 hours
for sack mbjea)

Mown end on-
comps stmly arsorieb
developed by Community
Cue Inman.

Baum melts
Tescho's peneptione
Sanions' perceptioms
Pinsmcial a=

Apprenticeehip in
Motorcycle Mechanics

.

Motorcycle Mechanic
Apprentice Step 2A

Self-weedy by muds=
front Lemon Book.
9 Lem= topics
completed by mehons
4 day prectical

Off-compne tarty
mowing developed by
a TANI college lectors:
Practical simians
prepseed by college
Imam=

Bann results
Teacher's perception'
3mileas' perceptions
Rmenciel cons

Automotive Trades
Poet-trade come

Petrol Peel bljediall

,

Seff-eady by samlom
from Seedy Glide
Coupled= o16 assign-
mum from Study
Chide
2 day precticel

Offoxempor study
meted= developed by
a TAPE college lecturer.
Practical sena=
prepaid by lectemr.

Barna ream*
Teacher's perception
3turimee putepdons
Pinencial cams

Figure 3J
Fleximode programmes 1989 toriations from on-campus delivery

Comes Subjwis Type Of Delivery Coarse Mandeb; Comperisom

Air Pilot Theiming
Comm: Commercial
Limos

Ampler Performenoe
and Operation 2

fielfoeady by sodeser
Exam! Iced=
meipmate
Time tutorials of 2
bouts and=

123 comes nelerial
modified by honer

Teember's peemptions
Phromiel men

Local Govemonnt
Diplome

Mmicipel Practice C
Part I

30 bows face-to.face
imensive cones
3 smipmeao

Cowes mmerials
prepered by TES
bawl

MIAMI mesh.
Timbres perceptions
Ihmimate percopkos
Plasaciel own

Mom 3.2
Fleximode provammes 1989 variations from correspondence delivery
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Comparison of Costs
Por most of the rogrammes, comparisons were made be-
tWeett the costs ot the delivery modes: conespandence,
traditional face-totece chases and fleximods. A schedule
for compasiecnis was drawn up (Teble 3.3). The various
factors on which the overall costs were based wen:

on-campus teaching;

off-campus teaching;

preparation 3nd production demise materials;

contingency costs per student

classroom provision.

On-Campus Teaching
The teaching rate for TAPE lecturers in this costing monist
was set at $29.94 an hour, which I. the put-time teaching
rate for full-time lemma on WA bevel 14. the highest rem
for four-year trained teachers (as effective from Pabsuary,
2:1, 1990). This includes a loading for Dow (Dada other
than mocking). In WA TAPE colleges, fulkinis lecturers
are usuelly on duty for 36 weeks for 30 hours per week, of
which 22 hours I. evened to be spent 'leeching' and 8
hours DOW. During DOTT time the lecturer is expected
to perfonn tanks such asprepating leeching materiels, mark-
ing students' work, performing routine administration, con-
sulting other staff and being available for students.

Off-Campus Teaching
Off-cempus teaching includes the processing of assignment
work and other mach 'teaching performed off-campus by
conerpondence teacher., as well as the 'extra' meriting of
assignments incurred by fiertimode. Pull-time lectunts at

Cost Components Method of Costing

On-canpus teaching

Off-campus teaching

Teaching mous=
materials

Conthigancy costs
per strident

Classroom provision

$29.94 per hour (the pert-time
teaching rate foe full-tinn four
yew trained teachen)

Rate depends on the programme.
This can be:
a) $29.94 per hour (as for on-

comps teaching)
b) $9 an amigammt which equals

$15.43 per hour (modal '113S
rates)

c) Rate decided upon by the
College

Coats ate either
a) 814.62 per student (TES - see

text far esplmation)
b) Actual coms incurred in the

individual minnow
Par all colleges except TES these
are sat by TAM. &snob
demand an advice from
lemma. McGee *me
setinuned (see tem)
$30 per half day or evening;
S60 per day

Table 3.3
Scholl* assed to compere costs beiweenface-toloce teach-
ing, correspondence an *signed' delivery
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TES WI expected to mks 'proximately 33 minuets to math
an avenge assignment. Since cceespondeaos lecturers
wed: under ocedidems similar to other college lecturers
each assignment theeefole costs $1747.

However, the pest-time rms for nudging external studim
assignment* is much lower than this, varying accarding to
subject. The modal rms quoted by TES administraim staff
is $9 an assignment, regardless of a lacturer's
salary level, and this is considerably lower than the fell-time
rate quoted above. The peohism appears to be that, although
18S lecturers are employed mder the sense conditions as
other colleen lecturers, they do mat have the same distribu-
tion, or type, of duties. Some Inhume spend a waging
proportion of their time in educational development week
that is, pupating external studies maseriala, an activity
which commercially cm commend quite a high rate of pay.
For teaching (umelly nutting) there is the usual 22:8 ratio
of teeching to DOTTliti educational development work has
no DC= time attached. Pm example, a lectmer with 30
hours duty time may teach for 11 hours, have 4 hours DOTT
and "end 16 hours on educationel development yolk. In
addition, as assimanints do not came in at a regales rats, the
balance between educational development work and teach-
ing week varies week by week and lecturer by Isomer.

Mother difficulty that wises in costing campanili:ace
delivery is that, unlike claseacen-based teaching, the cost-
ing is influenced by the number at assignments returned by
students. Discussion with TIS staff ievealed that, just as
not all stodents attend clones, not all conerpondence ena-

dents mum all aseignments: they usually mon about seven
out of ten, unless the astignments contribute in some way
to the omen scon.

It was &mutate decided that the pm-aine rate for assign-
ment marking, (usually $9 per Antigone's° with 33 minutes
allowed foe each usignment, will bs adopted for estimating
the costs of coffeepaidence teaching by 1E5 lextuers. Ths
allows for same aldose disc:nuncios. Using them figures,
the mud heady tar for corierpondnice teeching by TES
%Mum was estimated at $15.43.

A. will be discussed later, the lecturers teaching in the
flexknode projects in this report were not always paid at
these rams for their off-campus teaching. m the off-ampus
teaching tate will valy smogs projects.

Resource Materiels
This was also quits difficult to cost because it depends so
much on the individual ',Abject being taught. If then was
an actual cost involve.. for a partionlez programme. it was
used in the cost comparisons. However, for two subjects
(Accounting lA and Municipal Parties C Part 1) for which
the costing of a 113S mksqs was requited, ammo com-
ings was not available because them am al4padmiss, and
precise coatings ware not kept. Themeless dietessions wale
held with 1133 administrative stiff mid appratinues coots
far similar 'objects ware obtained. Usually a TES pecker
conmins 10 sections of study so an average costing is as
follows:
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Course writing: 130 hours x 29.94 per hour $3 892.20
Instructional design end monkery edit:
40 hours x $29.94 an hour $1 197.60
Editing. author ptoof and co-ordinating
checks: 20 hours x $29.94 an hour $ 598.80
Typing:112.5 homy x $12.63 sn hour $1 420.88
An wodt:75 hours x $15.40 an hour $1 155.00

TOTAL _SLAW-
An external studies package has a life open af five years,
therefore the initial production cods were divided by five,
molting in the cost of $1 652.90 per year. It is, however,
mare difficult to estimate cods per student, as student
enrolments vary greatly. For Accomting 1A, for maniple,
691 students wen 'moiled during 1989 whereas only 25
students were enrolled in Municipal Practice C Part I (three
by carespondence and die remainder by fieximods). If the
costs of the package are divided by the number of etudents,
the cost per madam is $2.39 for Accomting lA end $66.12
for Municipal Practice C Pan 1 (if all studied by conupond-
once). However, if the cod dohs two packages ($3 305.80)
is divided by the total number ofitudents for both subjects
(716 students) the average cost is $4.62 per student. If
printing costs of approximately $10 are added to this, the
resulting cod per student is $14.62. This figure is an
ovesestimation rather than en underestimation as many of
the initial costs are recouped by selling die materiels to
students at other colleges.

Contingency COiltS Pier Student
Contingency costs for subjects taught in all TA/41 WA
Colleges (except TES) are calculated by die study area when
papering the subject syllabus and 'mind, costs for mated-
ale, photocopying, etc. The avenge cost for a 'chalk and
talk' subject is $6.18 (Febniary 1990). Student retention I.
also allowed for in these costs.

With fleximode, contingency COO Wale estimated by ad-
ding any postage cods to a proportion of tbe usual contin-
gency cods far that petticular subject. The pupation
consisted of fieximode-anendssice days divided by tbe
traditional class-attendince days, for sump* Accounting
lA fleximode contingency costs were ceded at I x $6.18
per student with no efts postage costs.

No separate cootingency costs for the subjects taught by
TES could be supplied by die finance section of WA TAPE
this figure therefore hed to be calculmed for the impose of
the report. Such costs have to include an allowance for
items such as photocevying, postage, telephone cells and
library loans. As an example, the caritingency costs per
student enrolled in Accounting IA were set at $6.26, based
on the following costs:

Postage for inifial extemal studies peckage $ 1.15

Postage et 1 I know at 41c a lesson $ 4.51

Paper, photocopying, one telephone call $ 0.60

Total: $ 6.26

This again is an approximation only as no actual figures
could be supplied.

Flexknode WI* WA TAFE

Cleeeroom Provision
It wes difficult to find some way of comparing the capital
costs rinsoinoes (atImr than leading modals). All meth-
ods moire accommodation for lectusers (usually more
spacious far compoodence lecturers) and an administra-
tive infrestmcture. en* ttaditionel alms-bend method of
teaching also requires the regular use of a classroom
(usually once a week), fleximode delivery requites a class-
room less often and far correspondence teaching, no class
room at all is !squired. Therefate comparisons between
methods wen made an classroom use only.

There are various ways this could have been done, for
example, dspeecietion costs of the building and fittings.
COM of nulling expenses, Ate of interest on income und
to build the clenrocen. The results fmm two ri then
methods were ezmined before deciding which was mare
appropide. The first method involved using the anadiza-
don casts of a cleseroom. New clusrooms we prosody
being built at a college at dm cod of $115 000perclassoom
(including site COSS and provision of toilets). After furnish-
ing, aggicainiste total costs are estimated at $120 000. The
amortization cost of a classroom coding $120 000 over 40
years at an intend ate of 5 percent per annum is as follows:

120 000 x (1.1)40 x (0.5)
446 135.66

(1.1)4° 1

For one semester the cost would be half of this ($3 067.83).
If there were five class groups using this room for one
semester, coats per class group would be $61357. In addi-
tion to this, there an some operating coots, for example,
electricity, which would perhaps add $,5 to $6per semester
to the COM&

However, another simpler method to cost demo= use is
to use 'loss of opportunity' income, that is, the cost that
TAFE could have recovesed by the hiring out of the class-
room. Although the hire of a demo= by *vase providers
is approximately $60 for a half-day or evening or $100 a
day, it was decided to est a lower figure, as TAFE class-
rooms, although fully utilized by colleges, are not in Feat
demand by Ober orgmizations. However, 'IMS College is
renting a annum Aram another college st $10 an hour,
that ilk appradmarely $30 for a half-day or an evening and
$60 a day. Igor an evening class attending far me semester,
costs would theirChle be $510, slightly less than theamor-
&dice cods. This would include running costs.

It was therefore decided to use 'loos of opportunity' CONS

in ne comperisans of delivery modes, although this is a
slivhdy more conservative figure competed with amortiza-
tion costs.
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4
ACCOUNTING 1A
Accounting lA is a subject taught in a number of differmt
coulees within TAPE, and is basically an inuoduction to
accountmacy. It was selected u a fleximode mbject primar-
ily because it had the highest student enroknent among the
award comes subjects far 1987 (4 070 students), &emeti-
cally making it easier to find a group of students will* to
take the subject by fleximods. and thus introducing the
component of choice Milani from the ether subjects. In
addition, external studies material was comedy available.

As it happened, it was mom difficuh than anticipated to find
a college willing to take pan in die pros:ammo. Six colleges
which had Imitable student numbers wine approached but
not one of dine had staff who wen busiested in taking pest
in the programme. Finally, after some negotiation, one
college and a tescher volunteered only a day or so juice to
ennalment day, leaving insufficient time to fully advise
students (and teachers enrolling students) as to what flexi-
mode delivery actually entailed.

Programmo Dolivory
A lecturer from 113S volunteered to teach the subject by
fleximode st the college on a pan-time basis. Although this
leeway was experienced in teaching Accounting lA by the
traditional classroom method, this was the first year of being
employed at TES and involved with oil-campus teaching
and fiesAmode. The college, however, had been plevioudy
involved in the fleximade Communications programme.
Staff development was minknal, camisdng of discussions
with die author oldie apart about what other lecturers had
found be/ ful and seeding die staff development name pm-
pared by Scot* and Smith (1986). Although it was sug-
gested that this lectuzer speak to other lecturers who had
used fleximode delivery, this did not eventuate.

The connal studies pokey thst had be...a developed by
iss for dietary education was used. k consisted of a study
guide, lemon materials mid an aseacisted textbook. Unice-
tumidity this wee an old packer and the textbook used was
different bom that recommended for on- campus teaching
and, in the opinion of the Mauler involved, not as up-to-
date.

For this eubject, if taught by evening classes, students are
requited to attend four how a nigle every week for a
semester and complain two nes and en imenial exam. For
flexion& delivery of this object, it was decided so give
students half the normal class time, thet is, they would attend
for four house emry second week. Two &pima& classes
went therefose planned, with the lecturer attending every
week but each clam every Amine WS&

During the an-campus time, the lecturer planned to inch
Cedllia topics end discuss topics studeme bed bean niched
to etudy by themselves hum die study guides. Since die
Interpol studsate did tests daring class time, it was decided
din, with the fieximode class, these would be subnituted
by two asalgimients, one at which would be a take-home
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Evaluation
Accounting IA was evaluated in thsee diffeteat ways:

comparison between the liminiode class end the three
otherevening clams at dm seme TAPE college in terms
of 111111fiCe rate, reasons forwithdrawing from clue and
exam tenths;

cons of teaching a fleximode class compered to tradi-
tional face- to-face and canespondmics leeching of the
same class;

communes between fleximode and other modes of
delivery, by the fieximode students end the class lec-
turer.

Studtent OutCOMns
Table 4.1 Hatt the four evening classes in Accounting IA,
in terms of retention rate and exam masks. The fieximode
class was the largest, starting with 36 students. The inten-
tion was that this was to be a double class, and each half of
the clan would be attending on alternate weeks. Student
numbers in the other traditional classes (to be termed A, B
and C) wen 29, 23 sad 21 invectively.

Pactars such as mid-omm retendon rates, numbers who
presented for the examination, passed exam ratio end exam
rules wens not significandy different for the four groups.

Fleximode Makes'
Clam Classes

A B C

chignAte 36 29 23 21

Still Attending 30/4189

24 15 15 12
Patent of Original N 67% 52% 65% 57%

Sat for Exam

22 12 14 9 us.
Percent of Original N 63% 41% 61% 43%

&ARMEN

s.d.

76.23
17.81

73.58
15.82

8037
20.74

78.78 n.,
15.02

rok 4.1
Rosario., rate andfinal residu Me Accounting 1 A classes

a This is bend on the number of students who actually
began chums. Students who ensolled but did not at-
tend my classes were not included

Reasons for Withdrawal
Table 4.2 indicates the number of students still attending
class in the week ending April 3, 1989, annoximately
half the way through the 17-week seniester comae. All
withdinvon nodusts were sent a letter impeeetieg en inter-
view end approximately a week later wage telephoned. Pour
students termed to be inteiviewed, end four siudents could
not be contemsd. The perticipstion nos not girth:minty
different between the four poops.
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Pleximode
Class

Traditional
Classes

A B C

ftlliftgli 36 29 23 21

Withdrawn 30/4/89

N 12 14 8 9
% of Original N 33% 48% 35% 43%

N interviewed 10 9 8 8
% Response 83% 64% 100% 89%

Toile 4.2
Nwnber f students who withdrew from clams: and inter-
view response rate

The four poops were rust examined for possible differen-
ces in background characteristics, as these could affect
reasons given for withdrawal (Table 4.3). Although both
numbers and percentages ere given to facilitate compari-
sons, the number., especially in the fleximode class, are
very mull.

There was a tendency for a lower proportion of students in
the traditional dames to have attempted no further study
since leaving school: 14 percent in the fleortmode class (one
student) compared to 43 percent of the traditional classes.
However, to balance this, the majority of students (five
students out of seven students) in die Beano& class left
school in Year 10 ar earlier, compered to 33 percent of the
students in the traditional classes. It was concluded that the
four groups had similar background characteristics.

Students also tended to enrol in Accounting lA for similar
reasons (Table 4.4). Mom students wished to improve skills
in the existing job, or to improve job prupects, or both.
Only one student was studying in order to go on to further
study.

Students wens asked in two ways about reasons for with-
drawing from the coons. Pint they were inked an am-
ended question: "Why did you withdraw?' and the
myosin was later coded according to the categories listed
in Table 4.5. Students ww also annul to rate the import-
ince of eight specific factors cm their decision to withdraw.
These eight factors we selected as mom relevmt to the
present study from a mom comprehensive list of factors
used in a previous study of student attrition (Parkinson,
Hayton & Stnthan 1987). Results of the open-ended ques-
tion can be seen in Table 4.5 and the rating of factors in
Table 4.6.

Results from Table 4.3 suggest that the method of delivery
may have been influential in the &dein of nada% in the
fleximode clue to withdraw. Similar peoponions of stu-
dents from the fleximode class and the tradkknal claims
mentioned publems associated with their employment, for
exampie, feeling tired after walking all day conflicts
bmween we& cimunds end the doom& amending class
and/or studying between Mama However, this was the
sole meson foe only two at the nunhood* Modena. Pour of
the flexion& students mentioned reasons associated with

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

the teaching methods and or the teacher, competed with
only five stuchnte (18 perm° I. the tredidonal classes. Of
these latter nudists, four student' permived the problem
lay with the teacher, rather than the teaching methot hi
contrast, three of the four &anode student, mentioned
prchlems wonted with the fleximode method of delivery:
either it required too much self-discipline. or they needed
wee teaching time to =plain the subject matter adespasely.
Only one of the students believed the sole problem was that
the teacher had not been helpful emu* but this student
also withdrew bonus the subject matter of the course war
too difacult. Another two nucleate in the fleihnode class

Class Charecteristks Huhn&
aus
(N-12)

N %

Teaditional
Classes
(Ne3 )

Total
ABCN %

Gender:
_

Male 5 42% 6 3 5 14 45%

Female 7 58% 8 5 4 17 55%

AP:
18 to 20 rears 2 17% 5 0 2 7 23%
20 to 29 years 6 50% 6 5 3 14 45%
Mote than
30 years 4 33% 3 3 3 9 13%
Unknown 0 0% 0 0 1 1 3%

Level Left School:*

Wats Year 10 1 14% 1 1 0 2 7%
Year 10 4 57% 6 4 3 13 46%
Year 11 0 0% 3 2 3 8 29%
Year 12 2 29% 2 1 2 5 18%

Other Stodieina

Yea 12 Secondary 0 0% 0 0 1 1 4%
Trude course 2 29% 1 3 1 5 18%
Other post-secondary 1 14% 2 1 2 5 18%
Tertiary count 1 14% 2 0 1 3 11%

Occupational Group:a

Managees,
Adminientars 0 0% on 1 1 4%
P r o f e s s i o n a l s 0 0% 3 3 1 7 25%
P a r a p r o f e s s i o n a l s 0 0% 0 0 1 1 4%
Tradesperson. 3 43% 1 1 2 4 14%
C U * . 3 43% 6 2 2 10 36%
Salesmen', Personal
S e r v i c e 0 0 % 2 0 0 2 7%
Plint and Machinery
Opmatoss/Driven 1 14% 0 1 0 1 4%
Labourer. and related
weaken 0 0% 0 1 0 1 4%
Not waking 0 0% 0 0 1 1 4%

Table 4.1
Class groups by gender. age. level lqft school, other studies
attempted or completed and occupational group

a This infonnation was available flan students inter-
viewed only (N'.21).
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Reasons for Duelling neximode
Class

N%

Theitional
amass

ABCN %
To improve stills in
existing job 5 71% 8 5 4 17 61%

To improve jab prospects 1 14% 3 3 2 8 29%

To improve skills in exis-
ting job end job pmcects 1 14% 1 0 1 2 7%

To improve *ills in exis-
ting job and go on to fur-
ther study 0 0% 0 0 1 1 4%

Total N 7 100% 12 8 6 28 100%

Table 44
Reasoru why students enrolled in the subject by ckss group

also found the eubject memial to be too difficult, nuking a
total amber of three students (43 pelves° giving this as a
reason, compered to five students (18 percent) in the tadi-
done claims.

Turning to Table 4.6, which sets oat the results of students'
rating of given factors in their decision to withdraw, a
similar trend emerges. Pour of the seven students in the
fleximode alas rated study problems as impotent or very
important (57 percent), compared to eight of the twenty
eight students in the traditional chums (29 percent). There
ware no other differences between etudents in the fleximode
classes and trsditional classes in the way in which they sated
the importance of other factors.

Reasons fix
Withdrawing 8

Employment demands/
tired after weak

Teacher and/or
teaching methods

Commitments - family ,

others (including
unexpected events,
full-d se enrolment)

Subject meter too
difficult

Study probkens

Other subject matter
not as expected or not
relevant, lack of
guides°. and couns-
elling from college

Pleximode
Class

(Ne)
N %

A
te12)

Traditional
Classes
B

0114)

C
QUI)

Total
rabot)

N %

4 57% 6 14 50%

4 57% I 5 18%

0 0% 4 9 32%

3 43% 3 5 18%

1 14% 2 2 7%

1 14% 3 5 18%

Table 45
Reasons *fly students withdrew by class group

a MultipiP response question denim* frequencies and
pententages totals Meet this.
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In conclusion it would seem that, although the modems who
withdrew from dte Amine& dans had similar backpotmd
charactedsties, and enrolled ter similar teams am the sta-
dents in the traditkmal evening dames foe A0001111dill IA,
thee was a saggestion from the dela that mom than half of

'Weans Roximode
Clauses

CP IP

N %

A
own

Tradidonal
Clam
B

iIMIX

C
IMP

Thod
ohm

N %
Study Problems:

=.
Vey Important 3 43% 0 0 0 0 0%
Important 1 14% 4 1 3 8 29%
Not at ell Important 3 43% 8 7 5 20 71%
Demands from
family/hame:
Very Imported 0 0% 2 1 0 3 11%
Important 0 0% 1 1 1 3 11%
Not at all Impotent 7 100% 9 6 7 22 79%
Employment Demands:
Very Important 4 57% 3 3 4 10 36%
knportent 1 14% 4 0 1 5 18%
Not at ell Important 2 29% 5 5 3 13 46%
Other Personal
Commitments:
Very Important 0 0% 3 0 1 4 14%
Important 1 14% 0 2 0 2 7%
Not at all Impartial 6 86% 9 6 7 22 79%

The Teacher
Very Important 2 29% 0 2 1 3 11%
Important 0 0% 3 1 1 5 18%
Not at all Important 5 71% 9 5 6 20 71%
The Comm Material:
Very Important 2 29% 5 2 0 7 25%
Important 2 29% 1 1 1 3 11%
Not at all Important 3 43% 6 5 7 18 64%
The Course Itself:
Very Imported 1 29% 6 1 0 7 25%
Important 1 14% 1 1 o 2 7%
Not at all Important 4 57% 5 6 s 19 68%

111...

Table 4.6
Rating at students of the importance cf particular factors
on reason for withdrawal by class group

the seven fleximode students interviewed had problems
usociated with the mode of delivery.

Informedon about Floximode
Students who etudied by fimikoods were also mind more
details about the clam: why they had enrolled, if they knew
it was a thorimode dies and how they undentood the class
was to be evoked. Ka al the seven students believed they
had bees giver no choice se to whether they enrolled in a
&mime class or a traditionel dais. Only one student bad
beim given advice by the ocamseller to choose Beano&
bemuse he/she was a Ibiftwaket, bat ibis student was not
given information an, or did not nadentsod, how dm Glass
was to he arienitat Two at the other students were not
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Components
Tradidonal
Classes 'ruching

Flexknode oft) WA TAFE

On-campus
Teaching

Off-campus
Teaching

Teaching
Reliance
Matezial

Contingency
Costs per
Student

Cdribil CONS

of Claseroom

TOTAL COSTS

Costs Per
Student

Locum costs:
(68hato by
$29.94) :
$2 033.92

Nil

Preperation and
production
Nil
(Teachers' Darr
& contingency
costs)

$6.18 x 29
students ai
$179.22

Loss of opporttmity
costs:
$30 x 17
evenings $510

$2 725.14

$93.97

Nil

11 lessons x 29
students x 35min
per lesson go 117
his $3 524.95
($11per lesson
:18.85 per hour)

Preparatice and
production. 29
students x $14.26
Hal.;

$626 x 29
students -
$181.54

Nil

$4 120.03

EsE

Lecturer costs:
(34 hours x
$29.94 hr)
$I 017.96

boors marking
& administration
$29.94 hour
$239.32

Prepantion aid
peotinction
students x $14.62
in Man

x $6.18 x 29
students ag
$89.61

Loss of opportunity
coat
$30 x 9 evenings

$21Q (for one
clasemom for one
half-sernester)

TABLE 4.7

Comparative costs cf delivering Accowaing la by traditional clangs, corrosponance and fladmode

Costs are based on one class of 29 students, the mean of the number who started (36) end the number (22) who com-
pleted thy coma.

Accoating 1A ii classified at Level 3A for which part-time lecturers seceive $11 per lessen far marbng.

even told it was a fleximode class until attending 'be first
class. Thent appeased to be therefixe, inadequate toplana-
don Pen to tbe students about fleximode.

Comparison Of Costs
Table 4.7 Mails competitive costs beaus the delivery of'
Accounting lA by the three delivery modes. Costs me
based an a group of 29 students, the mean of the number
who surfed (36) and the number who completed (22) the
course. This wvuld be treated as one clue within TAPE
The &aim& class was miginelly 36 loudest. end treased
as two claw. However, all the other Accounting lA
evening classes wen odgingly less than 30. If flexion&
had not been attend it is probable that same students would

have been aaked to enrol for a different night in order to
even up the numbers.

A. Table 4.7 demonstrate r, fladmode delivery appears to
be the most economical nuns of delivery ($70.38 per
student), followed by traditional clams ($93.97) per stu-
dent). thee carespandance teaching ($142.07 per student).

A point to be kept in mind is drat do traditional daemon'
method is gazed tarards leeching a ag iv', and costs the
sune in tams at teaching and me of a classroom, Isith any
number of sadente, provided the mindsetseon be aught as
a poop. However, with cormipandenco delivery, the
teaching costs way almost directly with the timber of

BEST COPY MAURY
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students. Por example, if there were only 16 students
(censidered the lowest viable class she for most subjects
taught in TA1 colleges), teaching cede for canapes&
ince teaching of Accounting lA would be $2 WV, with
no clansmen costs, whams the teaching and clam=
costs far teaching one cleats by the traditional method would
be $2 64410. ?be coet of fleximode delivery can also be
varied acceding to class numbers, by lesmning the number
of student contact hours. With lower student numbers, thee
would also be fewer amignments to maik.

Cansopondence teaching costs also vary accenting to the
student mention rate whereas, with traditional classroom-
based tesching, the teacher still puts in the same amount of
teachbg thne even if the class dwindles to half of the
original number. For exempts, in the Accounting lA
classes studied, about one-third to one-half of the students
did not cemplee the course. Ibis is usual for fire-year
subjects taken by pert-time students at TAM. The Meeks
rate for correspondence students taking similar subjects is
even lower, apptoximately 45 percent to 48 percent, al-
though scant figures have not been calculated by MS.
Although the retention rate would not affect the costing for
the traditional classes or fleximode fix this subject, it would
lessen the costs of coempondence as there would be less
off-campus teaching and lower postage costs.

Students' Comparleons of Delivery Modes
AU students who completed Accounting IA by fleximode
were asked to complete a questionnaire mien them to
compere fleadmode with couespandence delivery and face-
to-face teaching delivery.

Only four students had had ;movie= experience with cone-
spondence and therefore nosponded to this question. All of
these students believed that fkitimode wmptederable, either
because of the teacher contact (two endents), contact with
a teacher and students (one student) or die balance provided
between self-study and learning in aches @Walks 'ths best
of both worlds' (one student). No student sew any dkad-
vantage of &mimed. compared with conespondonce.

Fifteen of the twenty Accounting lA Nucleate made com-
parisons between fece-to-fece delivery and fledmode de-
livery. Four of these students saw no advantages in
fleximode at all. "None really - 'me are maw at a disad-
vantage V less time with actual teachinglleartehts". Of the
rentaining eleven etudente, three students foond the main
advantage was being able to work st their own pm and in
their own time. One cd these students believed fleximode
improved retention, l'Oes learn at your own pace ardithi s.k
you learn more". SOWIll students mentimed advantages
which were associated with less or more flexible class
attendence, thus allowing more time for family commit-
meets or employment demands (two students), more fled-
bility (dues students), led just less class atendance (two
indents). The other siodent found it was advantageous to
have mem time to week on assignments.

In tams of the difficulties of studying by fleximode in
comperieon with mending class sway week, three students
(those who bad appeecimed the flexibility of fleximode)
believed those sem none. Poor students cited the need to
be mese eremite& Nras sadly slack off', "Easiertodelay
Study NNW". Two Madman found it mole deka to find
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time to sit down and study at home, "Other things usually
take priority". Four midgets cited poblems in under-
standing the snaterial dm to redmed contra with die km-
Mier, for example, not enough time to master impotent
concepts or dear up problems. One student in this poup
mentioned textbook emirs which could not easily be ident-
ified by the student. Two students fated the main disad-
vantage was having to wink on your own.

It would appear from these results that the affecdveness of
fleximode for suttees is an individual matter. Some like
the freedom of waking in their own time while others see
this as a disedvantage.

Choke of Delivery
Students were also asked If the college offered another
subject by &Anode next yew, would you choose !taxi-
mode apin, traditional clams or conespondence" and to
rate the choices given from 1 to 3 in ceder of piefesence.
Seven students gave their fire choice only. However, the
rating was even, with ten students choosing traditimal
clams and ten students choosing fleximode.

The six students who chose fleximode and completed the
radar, put classes second and mempondence third. Seven
cuddles chose clams first, fleximode second and cone-
Tandems third and one reversed die order of die letter two
delivesy modes. It @ppm, from these results that flexhnode
or traditional cleans are equally popular, with learning by
correspoodence the least popular.

Of the students who chore fleximode, eight gave reasons
for their choke, and thee was considerable variety. Five
gave reasons associeted with the flexibility of less class
attendance and mote self-study; one student prefened to
"Study and underssand by ewer; one student found it
enabled himiher to teke more subjects in a emester and the
oder studies found it easier to fit in with shiftwoek.

On the other hand, two of the nine students who gave
reasons kr choosing clarses, found self-study did not lead
to a better undereauding: "Does not always sink in when
reading it front ',book" . Six endues mentioned the prob.
ken of organizing cesspit to study at Isom: "Difficulty is
finding time a t home to study and keep up with the family
to look qfiee; or, "My own lack o f self-discipline" ; "Move
better study patterns V attending daises *wkly... I tend to
be less interested as I'm not attending as ciken". The
remaining slodent had sejoyed owdyios MCCOWN; lA by
flexinsode but only because cif some previous beckpound
knowledge. 'His student responded dm "I would only
choose fleximode VI had some knowledge of the subject".

Lecturer's Coniperleone of Delivery Modes
The lectuser had perviously taught Aoccuethig IA using
traditional classy= methods and was cunently teaching
it by cenespondenoe, dream* was able so make camped-
sons with both methods. The ketoses peemptions about
flexhnode as meowed to coasupoodoen WIN 'inner to
that off dm students, in that Seim& wm seen as dm bane
method. One mole given was the tosolues by Daboodo
was more @eddying far teacher end endues become oldie
face-tolace motet. The lecturer also believed the sedges
Iwo bettor become they wore able to obtain more bows-
diste boas& about their dculties and sem
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Whin fiadmode was amspased with traditirmal classes
however"s bower saw no advantages for the teacher end
ld nealubeas fat the students. Mar class time was
spent seacidog ad much mom time metking. k was also
more difficuft to build up s roma with the students, or for
the students to buildup my support with each other. Further
discussion with the lawn availed some of the reasons
for these comments.

When the lecturer had previously taug:a Amounting lA by
the traditional cleestoom method, about half of the four-
hour time dot arch week had been spent in teething or
'chalk end talk', and the sest of the time studentsarse able
to do practical work, ask quakes and so an. When de-
livering the subject by &Rhnode, the lady= reputed that
much more at the time in class was span 'teaching'. As the
students had not been in clue for two weeks, timewu first
of all token up with revising what had previously been
coveted to abash the student.' memories. Pigmenting the
new material then took up most at the remaining time,
although, if possible. time was left to ismer questions end
allow students to complete practical assignments. The lec-
turer admitted that he mined to be trying to cover the entire
course in hilt the time, ratter than allotting cestain sections
for students to cover by themselves.

Rations for this lay partly with the subject itself end the
resumes. Accounting IA is the introductory subject and
the modal hu to master a numbers/ basic concepts. When
the lecturer dimwitted, during the revision period in the
eady lawns, that the majority of students were not master-
ing these concepts by themselves, the necessity arose to
'teach' them in the traditional manner. This seems to indi-
cate that either the self 'Indy matedals went not written well
enough to allow students to master these eancepts, or the
student, did not have adequate study skills or the motivation
in do so. As the mumble used by the wow was written
for teaching by conapondence, one would expect that they
would be mon thm &deg.,* for students who were also
attending classes. However, commeuts by the teacher and
the students indicated that the cragepondence mastnials
(principally the allocated textbook) did containa =mbar of
erten and wese in need of revision to bring them up-to-late.
(This external studies packap has shuts been seplaced).
The pobiera theaters may have been with the materials.
An additiosal problem ram also that the tuthook was not
available until tv.o weeks into the course.

In addition, it could be conceivable that dna Accounting
IA is an introdoctory subject, k is not ideally suited to either
compendium a fiezinmele Ind can be taught moss effec-
tively in the clung= situation. When this project was in
the planning stas it was suggested by a senior TES teams
that, if Accountant lA were to be taught by fieximode, the
etudes. should be given an intsoductory period ot 12 bouts
(three weeks ot four boors) in which the locum could
ensue that all the students understood the basic concepts
before beim asked to study by themselves. Hearten this
did not fit the College timetable sad thendose the system of
Wending every two weeks was adopted.

An additional problem with tagesizing anendence in such
an inflexible way was that one pomp of stadents yawn-
nasty lost thnis lemon, due to holidays and scheduling of

Fkaknodo WI* WA TAPE

exams. Although they ware invited to attend on the alterna-
tive waits, the pattern of anandanoe was disrupted and
same had three to fogs weeks without teacher comae.

Another problem may have ben that the course was not
PeenedMD that lecturer and students knew width parts ware
to be covered what and by whom. Although the lactates

vay experienced in awhile Accounting lA in the
traditional manner, be hod not devekiped a stream for
leeching by fiedmode. This points to the need for mon
adapter pupated= of pemonnel for my &rano& *-
limy et subjects.

Suitability of Students end Subplot Metter
The lecturer believed the &Woods was mole suited for
students with pevious background knowledge at the sub-
ject. Mir agrees with the comment made by the student
who had alloyed studying Accra:sing lA by fieximode but
would not choose to study by ileximods again unless he/the
shady had pievious badgmeand knowledge of the subject
The Imams els° thought fleximode wm useful for student"
who me unable to attend class regularly.

H. believed fleximode to be ideal for sobjects which ea not
in high demand, and for which it is difficult to obtaina viable
class. In addition it wee almo believed to be useful for
su. pets which rectke a high degree of rote learning, for
example, laws and regulations. Such subjects are rather
boring to plasm, even in a classroom mimetic°, and could
just as easily be mastezed by students studying by them-
selves.

Mode of Payment
The lecturer was paid for the contact time at maul lectur-
ing nese and an extra hour per week to cover the gun
making time involved. He did not believe this to be equit-
able and seggested the need for some fonnula based on the
number at students end amber of assignments.

Lecturer's Conclusions
In wins of the fame of fladmode in the WA TAPE system,
the lecturer believed it has great potential, bus for selected
subjects sod staking H. &boatede a number of recommea-
&tans. Su:dents embaking on fleximode must be thor-
oughly briefed as to whet Ii involved. The 'alum alm
Medi to be thoroughly papered, in wins at organisation
and mastiaL sod be able, se the beginning of the course, to
give an outline to the students so they blow what is
requited. Steif also need to be given more Seed= regard-
tg the unman and administration of the muse, such as
then the stadente wend, esd how the cause is eassmed

For example, the lecturer would have peeferad to allocate
mow maks far esiistuneat welt but the swans, of the
cane. did not actually allow this. in TAPE, where subjects
ere taught across a reamber at alleys, the way a subject is
assessed I. thoroughly spelt oat because this is one of the
mans at embedning minder staainde scam colleges. It
I. quite difficult et very assemment mambaswen when
the student is internally assessed rather than givenan loner-
nal exam.

This lecturer would tack epth by fladmode if asked to hut
only if the above recommendatious went implemented
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ASSOCIATE DIPLOMA OF SOCIAL
SCIENCE (CHLD CARE)
The Animists Diploma of Social Science (Child Care) is a
course studied by those waking upswing to work in the
child core field. The whole comes nonnally takes five ytAll
put-time oe two years fidl-time. The full-time mum is
typically suldied by yams salts who have 7nly recendy
left school ('school-leavers') whereas the part-dme course
is nonnally undertaken by older aduks already waking in
the child cam field.

The coons is dawned at two menopolitan colleges and
three zegional colleges. Students attending the metropolitan
colleges can study only in the internel mode, whereas, at the
regions' colleges. both internal and external modes of study
am available. The satemal course is esientially &Rimed*,
with bath an on-campus and an off-campus component.

The eaternal course is unique to the WA TAFE system as
part of the anly external TAPE programme um conducted
through TES. The reasons foetid. am mainly historical. The
Associate Diploma was developed from a Child Coe Cer-
tificate mune conducted under the auspices of the Kinder-
stolen Association of WA and &limed by internal and
enamel mode from the old Kinderpnen Training College.
In 1977, the responsibility for training child care workers
was transfened to TAFE bat the training continued to be
delivered from the same building& There was a move in
1982/83 to transfer the External Studies course to MIS.

It is interesting to look at the masons given by Community
Care as to why a transfer to 1ES was rejected (Smith 1985).
First, the courses differed significantly bum the traditkmal
TES externs' causes because they contained a combination
of an-end off-campus teaching as well as field placements
which bad to be assessed by staff teaching the comm.
Second, Community Core withed to retain links between
the internal and external onuses in order to these ',sources,
maintain course standerds and make ssounn-writhig a co-
operative venture between internal and moemal staff.

For die pavan of this project, two mot red programmes
within the Associate Diploma went offend to metropolitan
students. Nomsally such students am sequired to attend
lectures at the college for four hours night for two nights
a week. Ai diem studems ate abo working full-time in child
cam, this is very demanding in terms of time and. according
to Community Cue staff, inefficient, as students are often
died, especially towerds the end of the evening. Com-
munity Cate staff believed that if some subjects could be
offend by fluknode this could lessen students' attendance
time and allow them to study at a tine mid place more
convenient to diem. As these was a pester student dimand
fortheoursethan was contently being Med, thete wee also
the possibility that nuked intake could be doubled if both
a fleximode and a face-to-face class could be offered. How-
eve ibis would depend as the number of asganiations and
unLes available to provide poetical placements for the
student&
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Programme Delivery
The Alamitos Diphnna mune as sun in the elltemal studies
mode is very flexible and cm be vaned according to local
nude and bailie& A numbly of Memo delivery modes
ars utilised, e.g. lemurs& tutotials, waskshops, 'tidy guide
and assignments. For dm two nejscts selected (Flay end
Learning I and Language 2), students wine given a study
guide sad assignments, an introductory session and four
four-hour classosftuacials (two hours for each othject) dur-
ing the mmestet. The staff number chosen to deliver both
subjects was also lecturing in one tithe /objects to full-tine
day endues and, alihough never having taught in &stance
education, had papered one d the flezinsode packages.
This lecturer was given a staff development session by the
leader of the Canmwity Cue External Studios teem.

Evaluation
Fluimode delivery of this subject was assessed by:

compwieon of the exam results of the Alaimo& students
with pan-time evening students studying the mine nth-
jects in traditional classes in the previous year (theze was

other
catilPsilible gindYin8

in

an intetview with the teacher;

adminiitation of a questionnaire to students;

assessment of dse financial cost of the delivery;

observation of, and discussion with, ancients during their
on - campus time.

Student Outcomes
All students in both groups were females and either em-
ployed in day cwe cams or wen family day care mothers.
The mean age of students completing the questionnaire was
26 yearn for 1988 class and 29 years for the 1989 clue. Rve
of the students in the bluer poop had families to care for.

Them were originally thinsen students in the fieximode
clam but thine students left in the first meth, for reasons
unassociated with the type of delivery. Reasons given were
illness, a under to a diffment pert of the State and s change
in family conmsitments. The student who was too ill to
continue actually spoke glowingly &out the dolivesy mode
during the rely on-campus session she itterkad. By using
the off-campus materials, she was able to continue to study
for some time after becoming Ill bat finally had to withdraw.

As the 1988 class was only selected at the end of the year,
the mtention nue was unknown.

Not all students were pima at the on-campus Passions but
the lecturer was usually given seasons far non-attendance.
These incinded illness, no babysitter, or a practical place-
mew. Some students with family commitments came for
part of the time, to pick up assignmsets and clew up
praidems.

AU godson completed the off-comp= component of the
course (a section booklets and two amignments for Play
and binning 1 sad foor section booklets and throe assign-
menu for Language 2). The Worm wee extremely im-
pulsed with the students' assignments and inmaiked that,
for one panics's. me* assignment, those submit:xi by this
group wee the best she had ever ma.
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The soden? fusel make (Table 5.1) were not signincently
different from those of the students from the pnrvious yen
which was plowing for the staff who had regarded dm 1988
class as poup ci paniculady high achievers.,

Type of Class (N)
RenP

ad High Lew

Flay and Learning 1:
1988 Traditional Class (8) 79.75 3.87 85.0 73.0

1989 Malmo& Class (10) 78.75 5.77 89.0 69.0

Language 2:
1988 Traditional Class (8) 74.63 532 80.0 65.0
1989 Heximode Class (10) 79.17 7.72 96.0 633

Table 3.1
Final results of the Child Care students fleximodo class and
traditional class

Comparison of Costs
No con comparisons wese actually carried out for these
subjects as there was no other conupondence course avail-
able for comparison. In addition, the lecturer was paid for
the same amount of time when teaching by neximods, as
she would have received if she was teaching traditional
classes. The teacher believed this was quite equilable, given
the time spent processing the earns assignmeots. However,
if the paymeot received by TES lecturer. for the masking of
comespondence subjects is applied, it could be argued she
would have been undespaid.

For example, far Play sad Learning 1. the course involves
2S4 on-campus hone and the miffing of two major media-
meets. When teaching by fleximode, the lecturer hed an
introductmy session of one hour end 4 two-hour classes
(toil 9 hours). For the ten students, as well as the two
major leapellelds, them were six study-guide assignments
to mark. Using the TES madcing allonyms time of 35
minutes, the extra off-compue time therefore totalled 35
hours. If the on-campus end additional aff-campus times
are sided, the total ia 44 hours, which is 18.50 more hours
than the oncempus time far traditional classes.

Language 2 has four assignments set for the conespandence
section. If the rate of 35 minutes per assignment is used,the
conespanding times for Lenguage 2 are:

Traditional classes

On-campus time 253 hours
(and 4 standard assignments)

Fleximode Classes:

On-campus time
(including 4 stendard assignments)
Additional off-campus time
(4 assignments x 35 mins x 10 students)

9 homy

23.33 hours

Total 32.33 house

It is possible, however, that not all assignments, eapecially
those molted for Play and Learning 1, took as long as 35
minuses to ma&

It should also be nosed that, although leaching ants wens
the sane for the two programmes, capital MU Wig dighdy
Ism for fir moods as a clamant was used less oasis.
However. Sadao& delivesy involved the omit of papering
the off-arnpue tesching sanedds. The own staff member
was pad $400 on cameo for papering a set of teaching
materials for smother subject within the child core come. If
these motile are used by 20 classes (4 poops of indents
- one mettopolitan and thin rural - over five years), the cost
is S2Opteclus per semester. TIms the en:acme dpreparing
resources appemed to be balenced by a lower usage of
classroom and facilities.

Degree of SWdants' Satisfaction
Nine at the fluknode students and six students from the
traditional class completed the quentionnaiss. The mean age
of these two poops cif nudents was 29 yams (SD6.75) and
26 yams (SD- 8.46) respectively.

Students from both classes Win asked to rate the extent of
their anisfection aa tbs way the material was presemed in
both subjects and give some lemons for this. Setisfaction
was rated as a scale from 1 'Very Mentioned' to 5 'Very
Satisfied'. Ratings for both groups was similar (Table 5.2).
Students in general seemed more satisfied with Play and
Learning 1 than with Lawny 2 (which is du more the-
oeetical subject). The number of students in each stoup was
so small that extreme coition should be applied in interpre-
ting results, but the fleximode class appeared to be more
highly satisfied with Play and Learning 1 and the fece-to-
face class to be more satisfied with Language 2.

Subject:
Tvreof Class anent of Satisfaction.

1 I
at al. Mean
1 2 3 4 5 Rating

Play end Laaminir 1,

(6) 0 0 2 3 1 3.83Tradition' Class
Illsodmode Clam (9) 0 0 2 4 3 4.11

Traditional Class (6) 0 0 3 3 0 330
Fleximodeams (9) 0 1 5 2 1 3.33

-

rib 12
C -Own of sopa o f satisfaction offlodinoilt class and
f )1ace class with Child Caro Adonis

Ft. lobjects, the most frequent station comments were
the ..a regardless of the delivery mode. With Play and
Leammg 1, the most frequent positive comment from both
groups woe that the snatetial was easy to uodeestand aid to
putilDpsactios. With Language 2, students most berpment-
ly enjoyed tht pacing wrens al the worm This involved
easignments for dee flezinsode slam end practical oeseions
and wadrahope for the traditional class. The mos frequent
negative comma from both groups about both subjecte
was the amount ci wodc requised.
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Other comments by the students in the taditional dam for
Play and Leming 1 included the value of die dm partici-
potion sod the rapport that wes built up bstween anew sad
stedents. Altopther five seedless in die fleximode pimp
would hove preened mare teacher and class omen for
either Play end Leming 1 (two students) of Language 2
(them 'Weiss). A omnber of fleximods students found the
material for Lingua. 2 very difficult to understand and not
as innovating as the matedal for Play and Lemming 1.

Students' Comparisons of Delivery Modes
Only one student had previously studied by =respondence
and thereto(' was able to make some compwisons between
correspondence and fleximode delivery. According to this
student, the mein advantage of flex:Mode was that it allowed
more teacher contact, and the main disadvantage was that
thwe wen time limits for submission of assignments.

All nine students completed the comparisons between Sex-
imode and traditional clams. Less class attendance was the
principal advantage of fleadmode given by seven of these
students, all of whom wens waking and five of whom bad
young childreo to care for. Comments included: "Not hav-
ing to find and pay a babysitter sack week" ; "Not having
to ruth my/molly in evenings to suit my needs". "Not tired
wises doing work in my own time. 1 an tired and take in
only kayos much when going to tech at night after working
all day". The two other students believed that off-campus
learning was MOM efficient: It involves more personal
participation and more thinking and will undoubtedly re-
main" .

The plincipal disadvantage of fleximode far five students
was having to be more self-dieciplined and well minim&
"it is hard to actually sit down and study at home. I prefer
not having to come into class but disciplining oyes, Inn
disicurr. Mother midget not only found it difficult to find
time but also to fit in with family demands. "Difficulty in
arranging time and place in my home to do my work without
neglecting family or being diaracted by them". The main
disadvantage for two students was not having es much
cootact with the lecturer. One student found that fleximode
seemed to involve more week and thin MON other time then
attending a traditional class.

Choice of Delivery
All fleidmode students put fleximode es iheir first choice if
they was offered a choice of delivery the fallowing year.
Going to classes was the second choice for five students,
and conespondence the second choice for four students.

The main convenience of flaximode far four students was
that it fitted in more easily with family cemmitments,espe-
cially when they required a babysiner. Two students en-
joyed the mix of clam contra and telf-seady and two
students found they "took more information in", as they
could choose when to study. The other maw just said "I
would like to study by flvdmode again" .

Lecturer's Comparisons of Delivery Modes
The bower was gibe eethtudastic about the concept of
fleximode at* using it for a semester even though she had
Ma impedance with say delivay mode calm them tradi-
tions' face-to-face teaching aod was a link apprehensive at
the stmt. Unlke Accounting 1A, the course was strummed
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in such a way that the students covered most of the material
by themselves - dams were used to discuss peobleme and
amigemants. to Motown whet they bed dowdy studied
thniugh another medium sack as a video and film sod to
dimes and to practise applicetions of die muse material.
As the lectusw had peeviouely taught the subjects in the
tniclitkeid way to pan-time mooing mews, and was cur-
ready medal% full-time day students. she was able to make
wens comparisons.

In perticuler, she found that, fleximode students tended to
be more "conansetivs with the wiry they used their classtime
- use every minute of ir. She also found it easier to discuss
themetical concepts as the students bad previously studied
it by themselves. In the traditional dames "usually students
confuse one another" . The students' written ammonia-
don adds improved with Heximode and the assignment
week was of high nandard.

Compared with conventional teaching, fleximode delivery
also encooraged students to make better um of their class-
time end allowed them to um their awn time with more
fiedbility. The mein peoblen for the students, however,
was that they lied to became mole self-disciplined.

The teacher also felt that the students were "a little bit
cheated" since, with fewer classes, they had seduced access
to lectmen who wen people with wide experkvice in the
field. Due to leas frequent demises, the was also unable to
give them the mann direct feedback on problems that might
arise during the course of work and study.

Another disadvantage was that an ism= fonwi it took
longer to build up =won with the students. Observation
of the classes indicated that discussions did not 'flow' until
toweade the end of the semester. However, one positive
aspect was that, as them were fewer classes, the lecturer ms
able to spend more time pleardng them.

In this cam, also, the lecturer herself bad written the Bell-
mode vernon of the come. She hed found it enabled her
to conceptu line the total course in a way that die had not
dans pniviously. The lecturer also believed that the ani-
mals version al a course is a valuable resource for new
iecftwem and enables a teem appro.& to course develop-
ment and delivery.

Suitability of students and subjects
The lecturer considered that students with a higher level of
verities cemmunication skills coped better with this type of
delivery. This ie a problem in a come such as child care
whets the student's &Shy to practise the *ills taught is
mom important than being able to write fluently about them.
This was particularly noticeable with one of die midgets in
this course. This student was en extremely able calegiver
but lacked the educational beckyound to communicate
what die was ablra to dimmer*. Students who me self-
motivated sad orgeohed alio cope better with Salm&

Sithjects which are concerned with attitudes, raising the
level of consciomma or persona youth would not be
MUM, for Sexism& delivery, because dm intenction
between clue members and the lecturer was an essential
pan of leaning.
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Flex/mode WO WA TAFE

Off-
campus
Lessons

On-campus

Practical Theory
Final
Penentege

Student 1 79.00 75.00 54.00 59.00

Studmt 2 94.00 85.00 67.50 75.00

Studeni 3 65.00 80.00 54.90 57.00

Student 4 78.00 85.00 71.10 72.00

21 79.00 81.25 61.88 65.25

Tel* CI
Final percentage results of the Motorcycle Apprentice
Stage 2A (ficdmode)

lecmter was paid only $250 for pupating the fleximode
course, which is a rather low am far the wnount of work
involved. lbe lectuier estimated this actually took 80
hours, and was thimble paid only $3 per hour.

Degree of Students' Sedaluedon
The students appemed to be tpite satisfied with the off-ciLl-
pus component as all gave this a rafts of '4' cc the
eatidaction scale of '1' 'Very disinclined' to '5"Very
satisfied'. The reason why a '5' was not given appeared to
be because some questions were seen as too "vague" or
"difficult to understand' (two students). The other two
students found it difficult to find time to work at bane end
to fit their study in wound their other commitments.

Opinions diffead as to what was the mon posicive aspect
of tbe on-campus component One student enjoyed the
wide nage of materW covered, perticularly as the assign-
ments were written to encomia students to seek inform-
don from a number of diffeient sources. Two students
appeciated the flexibility of being able to study at home
and the other student enjoyed developing responsibility for
his own lemming. "You get ;narks for what you do" .

Students' ratings of the on-campus put of the course were
more varied, with one '5' or 'Very satisfied', one '4' and
two '3.', the mid-rating. All students felt it was a little
rushed (doe to a Monday holiday, the time 'educed from
five to four days). They would have profound more time.
'Two weeks" , said one student

Students differed over what was the most positive aspect of
the on-rampus component. no country student eejoyed
it as 'it was like a holiday '. IbIik.dtalklngtoalldi.
diffnent teachers. Assothnz student believed he learnt more
by 'doing' rather then by mading the book and it war much
mans Maud than wait Another student made a similar
comment in that what he enjoyed moo was "picking up
Afferent practical tips" , lending a baler or a *cher way
to do things". The other studmt was impressed with the
effort' made by the SWUM to keep the course going. "It
makes you want to work for them".

Apart from suggesting the need for at least five days en-
camps, two nudists suggested other ways of improving
the MUM Chie strident sadd have patened mom revision
at them), to be belittled wilit the practical, wid the other
student referred to a minor problem with the equiprient
available.

Students' Comparisons of Delivery Nodes
No student hadprevioudy studied by ramespondenos there-
fore not ane was shle to make comparisoss with fleidinode.
AU made comparisons between fletdmode tad tteditioes1
clams, however. Thee of the four stodents believed the
quality dimming to be the main &drainage of
"When you have to look ~Ain rigor yourssfyou leant
better" , "you mmember itheturby flake it out by yowser
and writhe: it down". The fonnh student saw lin flexibility
of being able to study by himealf at home as the main
advantage, but this student mentioned on another moseim
that he felt he was learning more by finding out things for
himself. It is intesesting that these four students, the youn-
gest of the groups soudied far the present reoject, all men.

Cost Patton
Traditional Chem
(Sink Moms) Pleximode

On-campos machiog Loam: ma: Lwow mac
14 days x I los x 5 days x 0 bre x
S29.94 hr a, . S29.94 hr 1 197,60

06w-snips *Ming Nil 9 lemmas x 30 mins
x 4 moderns x
$171wIIN

Teaching Remote Nil (Allowed for in Preparation coo
Maude! tescher's DOTI $250

time end airdenes &edam's costs in
contingsacy costs) cats year $50'

Photocapying come:
100 pars x St pega
w $5.00. Toad cast
$55.00 x 4 samba*
UM

Contingency com 4 stodsals x $136.69 On clornom oats -
pee modent a madam ;Ma 24) x 136.69 per

14 smile*
x 4 madam -
S193.27
Pomp 12 lemons
x 4 sesents x 41c -
S19.48
Ton* ;154

Capita cost of Lass of °immunity Las of eppertealty
claeroarA mem 14 days x $e cods: 4 days x $60 -

Mt WS
TOTAL COSTS $4 740.04 Kan&I
Costs par modem: $1 185.01 $559.7 I

Table 6.2
Comparative costs of delivering Motorcycle Mechanics
Stage 2A by traditional method and fleximode

This I. based on 4 students using the peckage each year
over 3 yrs (Stage 2A I. conducted only awe a year).

b The pupation of was calculated by dividing the

number of Pleximode mantra days by the audi-
tions' number el on-wmpus days. lit is possibly m
uudevestimation, as die college still had to provide a
number at memoss smh as mottebikes far die stu-
dents, eves lf they stmeded for only 3 days.

c This is an imdetestimation of the oosts hking wadc-
shop as the building sad romming costs am much
higher than a Amore&
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session. In accordance with what the students themselves
suggested, the an-cmnpus component should also be at least
five days dutetion or apsimprimee to the material to be taught.
In Widen, es this owe en appeentioship wares =doh the
students had a committal= to stand, what would happen
if a siudsat failed to do his begone Would the soder* still
be able to do the ptactical compassed This problem can be
overcome in the normal conespondence comes which
have a two-week block in which a sedan on molly find
time to finish uncompleted lemons. HOIVIIVIC thme would
n ot be time hi a five-day block. Such suggestions appear to
Momse that if floimode is introduced mote widely,con-
sideration must be given to much small lot important admin-
istrative

Petrol Fuel injection
Petrol Pad Injection is a object within the Certificate in
Auto Engineering offered by the WA TAPE system. Al-
though all subjects within this certificase ao not currently
taught, Petrol Pool litigation Is = extremely popular sobject
for puma working in the automative repsir end servicing
industry because most Glebe major,motor inmufactusers ate
now using petrol fuel injection as a means of fuel metering
in place of the carbuncle'. It has been necosay, thaefore,
for many nadeeperpons to updam their knowledge in this
O WL

Normally Petrol Peel Injection is taught a a metropolitan
TAPE college outface-to-face basis forrwo ham per week
over a semester. Such a pattern of attendance is not dole
suitable far adults with mime other comminnents, or for
three in comity areas. When people within the collesss
were contacted 'Boarding Anima& at the start of the pro-
ject the lectuzer teaching this subject suggested that fled-
mode delivety of the coons would be a suitable means of
delivery. Accordingly, a least was sent to a onnber of
organizadons (six regional TAPE centres, thitteen pond-
neat mining companies and five government dspenments)
in oder to publicise the course. Interened palms wits
asked to couplet. a preotralment farm in oder to find oist
whether a viable dos was posible (the minimum number
stipulased was 10). By the end of loamy, 1919. eleven
students had enrolled and the course =elongated in the first
semester, 1919.

Protaarntne DoliVery
The course was organised in a similar way to the motorcycle
apprendceship coons. The off-eampus cowman was
compissed by corteepondence. with en assignment to be
submitted at the end of oath of the six elections. Ths
on-camps component consisted of a two-day practiced
session at the college. At the tad at the come, separate
were expected to eit for a final eon. Macedon of nuuks
was as follows: assisnments - 20%; practical execeives -
30%; eitemination - 50%. It was expecied dot the course
would be conapleted in one semester.

Resources
Students who had enrolled wars supplied with a study said/
for sections 1 and 2 sod adoed to buy the staiderd textbook
for the mum. The study snide for sections 3-6 was sop-
pfied only idler the first amignment was emplesed. The
Whirl study guide anlised the came sequirements, a sug-
gested time-liee, the dam oldie practiol semi= and some

study hints. In addition, it also contained a copy at the
syllabus which was values in eons at snidest objectives,
aad it was masa= that etudes= use this la chock their
ropes as a sysmeado beds. ha soh at doe six maim
at the study snide, them were saes written by die Isomer,
page numbers at the eat that the student was expeceed to
read, and the amassment to be submitted.

Evaluation
The students' results woe etiolated with the results of
students studying the sena sib** in evening classes.The
lecturer was also intaviewed and students ewe given writ-
ten questionnises. The finencial cmg of Miming this
subject by Amino* as compared to the traditional on-
campus mode, was also examinsti.

Student Outcomes
At the start a/the come twelve students were enrolled. AU
students were males with amain age of 41.25 years; all were
ourently working and they came from both metropolitan
and couney aims. Four nudes= withdrew firm the come
and die means given were ptimarily walk poems (one
student WM freeman and the others were working a
considerable amount a overtime) end age (a 55-year-old
student).

Students went expected to complete the six assignments and
attend the two days on-campus. It was originally phoned
to complete the sobject in one semester. and the on-csrapus
component was held at the end of the first semester. How-
wet as not all ands= campleted the assignment. before
Je practical, yet were still keen to continua, the lectuier

continued to process their asignments. All eight students
theology ample= die ce- campus and off-campo com-
ponents and tesistezed to sit for the examinadon (three in
Semester 1 and five in Semester 2). The is a tenation tate
of 66peicent. Dee tombless. beyond the students' control,
caly aix =dm* sat for the exam and ell paned. The
average mark was 75.7% (A), and ranged from 94% (A) to
60% (C). The comparison strew' traditionel evening part-
time dies, lad similar results with a mean of 77.7% (A).
ranging from 60% (C) to 94% (A).

Comparison of Coots
Table 6.3 sets out the comparative costs al delimits this
subject by die tredido=1 classroom method or by &xi-
mode. It can be seen the ilexinsode appears to be the most
coo-effective way to run the course with a clue of 12
students, as the cost per student is 1134.06 compared to
$195.14 for the traditional clue.

Degree of Students' Satisfaction
All eight students completed a qusetionnalie towards the
end of their practical component. All MI5 MOM than
satisfied with the off-eanipos component (four gave a :acing
of '5' and four a nnins ot '4') &Mae on-campus component
(M save this a Ming .115 aid two gave a Endes of '4').
The mly =napkin about the off-eamptis =Models was the
poor reproduction of some of the pictures aid &warns
(three students) and the lack of Fanatical equipment with
whkh to ma dudes the off- amps soady. Most sada°
reported*, text was wall osganixed =dam to =derma&
=dike leausa's eamments to be vay valushis. 'Hit com-
ments /wiped to maims& my mildewy M contimas do
course . Susgestires for imparveraeate included odour
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coding the drawings, using video tapes and an alternative
textbook

All the undoes were very oomplimentery about the =-
campus component: "Well put over end hands on teaching
aids are mat". "Very professionally dorm" . "Prunes-
non *us excellent in miew qthe time in which it had to be
achievedTM. The only =Wei= Dom elven of the students
was that the dme was too that: 'Wet enough time to cover
and re-cover things ... (need to) have time to absorb more" .
Most seemed to thiok three dayswen needed. Ons student
believed there should have been less theory covered and
more time aniped to Flamini toks, but this was not
possible bloom sone sunk= had not completed all the
required theory. if tide is a problem, it may be necemary to
tremolos Nome mks about the number of assignments that
have to be completed prior to the on-campus component.

Coot Prat= Traditionol Moon 131oximodo

,

on-osrapea teaching Lamm code Locum coos:
34 bra x $29.94 2 dsys x 11 bra x

$1 017,6 $29.94 hr - $479.04

Off-campes =chins Nil

Teaching mote= Nil (Allow= for is Reparation come -
material lanclior's Darr time $165. Stadent's

and onidont's costa in ono year -

contiorlicY coal) :3e. phlocopyirig
caw: 100 paps a
3 on= pop
OM. Toad =atm
VS x 12 =daft
ME

7.7ontireancy COMB 12 oultats x $192.81 On-compes mu -
iar =dant per nedulto $1 Iirn f: x 9Z111 per

=deal a 12
studonta - $324.10
Pommy al 6 brans
x 12 goads= x
41e $29.32
Tot& /453.62

NNW coma of Lon of opportunity Law of opportunity
Immo= moo - 17 wanly it coou 2 &ye x

6306 wad% . 6210 Sato thy -122
'MAL COSTS 12 34114 IMAM

$195.14"mai per salairsc MAO
-Mni

Table 6.3
Comparative costs of delivering Petrol Fuel Injection by
traditional class delivery and flaximode

4 nil Is based on 12 students using the pokey each
year for 3 years.

b The proportion of was celcultmed by dividing the

number affleximods mamma hours by the tradi-
tional number of cm-campus boom k is possibly an
under-estienatioo, as the college WU had to provide a
number at resousoes sock as premed automobile
pos, even if students rely ansoded for 2 days.

c 'This is an undesestimatitm of the costs of hidng a wodc-
shop as the building mod running costs are much
higher than Assmomn.
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Hamner, as oaly one student mole this compleint, and
there was a general sass of high selidaction in the imp.
this =my not be necessary. k may be pisthable so retain the
flexibility of two simidan for students snobae them who
wok long hours and are not used so studying.

Students' Comperisone of Delivery Nodes
Only two students had previously studied by conespond-
ence. Ons Ma have had the emporium af having to meet
deadliaes home to him the ma advantage of fleximode
over cmsespondence was, "No pessary to be on time.
Understanding lecturer". This wears to Memos the pre-
vious point made about flexibility. The other student
praised the iachasion din on-campus component: "Abk to
have hands-on work and communicate *id a teacher who
is interested in us" There wen no real dindvantages
according to then two students.

Six students mode communal. between fleximode and
tradition.] desess. Four students saw the fierallity of
fleximods as the main advantage: "I can airily Wien it suits
my workload and emotional state" ; "Don't lose as much
work now. Able to take your time to get a good under-
standing of thine% One stud= maw the man impotent
advantage as not having to attend climes and the other
student just pointed out the advantages of the on-campus
crmpanent. The main disadventege for four *adepts was
finding enough lime to study: "My particular problem is
working a lot otovertime including Satwdays and Stodgy:.
This gives me link spare time for my family and study" ;
'Telling myself to study instead of doing things I would
rather do" . The other two students iegretted that it was not
possible to better imegmte the practical and theory compo-
mac "No tools at home"; "Not seeing things you are
studying", and one also made the comment that he would
have profernd more t& Ater contact.

Choke of Delivery
When asked to choose theirprafeired mods of delivoy, four
students chose fliodmods; three oedema chose clams and
one student (from Hells Creek) chose canemptmdence. Six
woderne gave masons for their affiewers. Plasimode was
unarm et in with employment demands (two ottedeuts) and
the other student just prefored this mode of study (cone-
*ponder= was his second choice). Cams win preferred
by two students as ls was osier to "divorce myserfrons
work and oder diaractioss" or, "Tau gain more gonna-
tion by going to claws". /be midget who chose cone-
spordence would not have hod time to attend classesbut he
also found the on-campus component of &Amok was
financially very cooly for him.

Lecturer's Comparisons of Delivery Mods*
When comparing flexion& delivery with correspondence
delivery, **lecturer saw the on-cempuscompamot as very
valuable for indents aid the leame. Hs believed flulk for
the stnint, the practical aimptemat was Inoue readily
cowed and a number at problems sorted ant as a fees-to.
face beds. h addition. iftheordente asalosonntsseverded
nen of misuodentanding, them could be explained end
worked ibrungb in the an-caniptre resalan.

Diffewercas noted by the lesion's between flerchnode and
=Mond classes include& We personaloonteet between
lecturer and soden* the imbed tempo ot the time in class
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should be used mon widely across TAPE as it *Bows mon
flexibility far students. It also enables a face4o4ace dimen-
sion to be added to conapindence leeching.

DIPLOMA IN LOCAL GOVERNMENT
The WA Deportment of TAPE offess two diplomas "poi-
fically for local government employees; the Diploma in
Local Government (Oak) and the Diploma in Local Gov-
ernment (Tationner), which ars the minimum mquitements
for a local governmest employee to bald apathies as either
a clerk re treasurer mspectively within local government.

Up until five peers ago, TAN provided either correspond-
ence corns or tieditional classes on a pert-time bele at
one metropolitm college and one or two notional colleges,
depending on demand. However, a overt in 1987 noted
that most local government employees found it nscessary
to study some or ell of their courses by cortespondence, end
such a method was monmely 'tamale with students
(cited in Brown 1988).

In 1985, metropolitan TAPE college offered intensive
coulees for country students in solacted subjects and these
proved quits popular. The students found the contact with
other local goveniment smployen to be extromely useful
and supportive. as many had to work is veal isolation from
their pore. There was also a :spotted income in the
numbers of stokes eaccesstally completing die subject
(Boma 1988). However, the instesive course was difficult
to deliver became the Won= at the cause had to teach
the intensive coon in addition to their Dermal lecture load
(usually evening classes), resulting in a lecturing overload.
It w", decided disrekee. to change the venue to TES
College and give the courses a fleximode foams', that is,
combination of en intensive faos-to-face course for about
30 hours (appeoodmately five days) followed by some wolf-
study, assignments end an num. In additicm, in 1988 two
other courses erne offend in country venues, with an 8-10
hour IntOrildVe fectoso-fece session coveting 'proximately
30 percent of the comie,the remaining 70 percent being
coveted by coneepoodenos anignmemi Alt swept one
student passed these two courses end all those who stickpin
expressed a high level of malefaction with this mode (Brom
1988). None of these fleximods mums had been faunally
evaluated so it was decided to include en evaluation of ani
of these courses es put of dis projoct. The 'object chosen
was Municipal Practice C Part 1.

Programme Delivety
The on-campus component of the subject was held at TES
College, in the seminar MOM, over a five-day period (ap.
prodmately 30 hours). The martial was delimited by the
traditional expository method, although eadi of the students
was aeked to pospere a presented= on a particular topic.
The off-compus component esquiled Modems to study in
greater depth, topics introduced in the on-campus comp-
neat and complete two assipments. All outients was
reqnised to * an essay type mini.

Resources
At the beginning al the course the studs*s were given a
handout outlining die method of delivery, a reading list and
does for the on-campus oompostot Ind submission of
assignmeots. They were salood to buy a texthook.

Roxlmodo *OM WA TAFE

The lectun notes wen papered by die sew lecturer who
overwind the course and madred die assignments. This
leourer wes also available for pdvate comoultation by stu-
dents by Mtn, edoplions or is poem Students wore
expected to develop their own notes fix the course, although
handouts on certain aspects of the comes (photocopied
article., mc) ware provided.

Evaluation
Forth* subject. Municipal Practice C Part I, die iscluter was
imerviewed eed the endear were given a questimmire at
the end of the on-campus component and asked to mail this
back to the lectunr. Of the 22 anithats smelled in the
comes, 16 responded, a reoposse sate of 73 potoont. The
questionnsire diffeted in some Ripens to that Ole 00t to
the other groups became die peogramme was a variation on
corropandence teaching MINK than on clasoroom 'nand-

Characteristics of the group aspoodiag to dis questionnake
can be found in ilipendht 4. All tempt two WM Mies,
with on avenge ago of 32 years. All redoes except one in
the group were married. Ten married students had children
at home. Family oommitments wen mentioned by some as
dm reason why they had peoblems with the correspondence
mode.

Student Outcomes
Of the odginal 22 students who took part in the on-conpus
compact, 16 completed all the requirements of the course
(75 per coat). This I. similar to the mead= nee of a class
of students studying the maw subject traditimally in the
on-campus mods. Exon results wen also similar (Table
7.1).

According to the lecturer concerned, 75 per cent is a higher
retentho rase than wile formerly achieved when die subjects
were might by conespondence. Unfortunoely, no figures
are avellable on die retention rate at correspondence stu-
dents es TES due to the way in which students are able to
enrol. but a Heed of Department in Businns Studies be.
heves this to be "bout 60 percent in his depanment for
students pert-voey through their Gomm

Rood=
Rats

Ham Rssales

Rim's
Typo at asss (N) N % id HO LOW

Tradidoosl (16) 12 73% 77.00 6.74 91 67.5
Rosins& (22) 16 73% 74.19 10.03 89 54.0

rams 7.1
Retention nate and exam remits of Local Governmen
&rode class compared to traditional class
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Cost Componmt Traditional (lasses Conespandence Teaching Fleximods

On-campus teaching Lecturer costs: Nil Lochner cam
51 hours x $29.94
mg $1 52614

30hrs x 329.94
MILM

Off-cempus teaching Nil 10 lessons x 22 students x
35 min per lesson -
1283 hams x $15.43 hr
in $1 962.74

2 assignments * 22
students x 35 min per
assignment 26 hr.
x $15.43 hour

MIA
Tesching resource Preparation end Preposition and Preparation end
material production: Nil production: 22 students productkm: Nil

(Teaches DOTT time x 14.62 student - (Teacher's DOTI"
and student contingency
costs

$321.64 time and student
contingency costs)

Contingency costs $6.18 x 22 students $5.85. x 22 students $6.186 x 22 students
per student i $135.96 = $128.70 a $135.96

Capital costs of Loss of opportunity Nil Loss of opportunity
clusroom costs: $30 x 17 evenings costs: $60 x 5 days

- $510 - 3L0.0

TOTAL COSTS $2 172.90 $2 433.18 $1 735.34

cost per student: $98.77 $110.60 $78.88

Tale 7.2
Comparative costs o f delivering Municipal Practice C Part 1 (Local Govermnent) by traditional classes,
correspondence and flezi mode

a Initial postage ($1.15) + 101essons 41c lesson ($4.10) and one telephone call, paper photocopying (60c).

b pull contingency costs wen used because the students were given similar emoimts of photo-copied DONS and matedal
as the students in traditional classes.

Comparison of Come
The comparative costs of delivering Mmicipal Practice C
Put 1 by tbe traditional classroom methods, conespond-
ems and &Alma& delivery, are est out in Table 7.2.

It can be be that the cost of deliveriag the subject by
fleximode MIA per student) is dighdy less than wadi-
timid classes ($9:L77) end ootreopondenoe ($110.60).

Students' Comperisone of Delivery Modes
AU except one student had previoudy studied by cone-
spondence, and were able to males comparisons between
this and their fleximode study (Table 7.3). Ten of the 15
students mentioned the advantages associated with studying
with a teacium" The teacher can stress the more important
areas ... espial+ maw clearly than the textbook"...."V you
have a poesy you can ant the macher in class and get an
immediate reply. With correspondence a reply to a query
can take weeks". One4hitd at the students mentkmed the
value of studying with other students: 'Ton are able so get
other person's point of view, making sure you are on the
right track" .

Students saw varying disadvantages with this mode of
study, although that most frequendy meadornd was that so
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much material was covered so quickly that it was quite
exhausting: "After the third day my concentration begins to
lapse" . One modem suggerted that one or two wiriness
eauld be completed pdor to the come as an innodection to
the rtudy. This could cut down the amount of material to
be covmed during the on-campus component since tbe
studems would have mom background knowledge of the
subject.

Students wets asked whether they had obtained my tens or
refetences before the course and whether they had done any
preliminary reading. In fact, eleven audents had obtained
some course materials and wen indents had done some
preliminary reading. However, ea mart of*. students only
received pdor notice of the prognimme of study about two
weeks (on student, two days) before the aa-mmpas com-
pausal, them would not have been a lot af tins to study.
Them is some indication however diet stadente may be
willing to undertake SOIN yeeliminmy study.

Another way to radios the mum would be to rim the
ce-ampue component in two dexter periods. However,
this is proleddy am feasible because many of the students
have to travel long distances to attend
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Two students menticeed the difficulty of obtaining leave to
attend the comes The nudist, went asked to whst Went
they had been assisted by their employer to study for the
diploma and it appeared that only three erndents bed to use
part of their sanest leave. All other rindeffits were given
leave with pay.

Eleven ardente made some comparisons between classes
and Amino& ("fable 7.4). It is intone* that, while four
rerpondents mi.: that kerning so much over a shod period
was both mom efficsmt end laddlenting, ales other =-
spondees found it to he less efficient as dew was so much
to absorb so quickly. This illustrama yet again the import-
ance of taking into account pronounced individual different-
ces between students in the way they prefer to study.

Advantages end Disadvantages Frequencies
(N 158b)

Advantages
Interaction with teacher 10
Interaction with fellow students in a
class situation 5
Less distractions from work and family 3

Disadvantages
On-cempus time intensive, rushed,
exhausting 6
'ravelling and accommodation swenses
when on-campus 2
Obtaining leave for on-campus
component 2
Timing of on-campus component 1

baCkgratlild knowledge
prior to on-campus component 1

acles depth of stu.iy 1

No disadvantages 4

Table 73
Advantages and disadvantages o f fleximode compared to
correspondence delivery (Local Government employees)

One student made no comments.

b Some students gave multiple nospons.

Choice of Delivery
Respondents were also asked to make a choice between
delivery modes and they were given four choices - corre-
spondence, classes, or two types of fleximode, one with the
on-campus component held in a tegional locution (flaxi-
mo& mgional) end one similar to the resent mode af study
(fieximode csatral). Eight sespandents refened fleximode
regional, seven chase &limo& central and one refused
classes. 'fire regional fleximode was most popular because
there was less travelling and lower accommodetion costs
involved nod possibly less time off work (a number of
students assumed the regiosal on-campue munponent
would be shouter since that was holy previous milked
COMM hed been held).

It is clew that the merrily of the 'tridents preferred some
type of fled:sod* delivery raker than classes or carte-
spondsoce. One student suggested that, if tits regional
on-campus companest were shoeter, mom off-campus
study could be substituted, some befogs and some after the

Flaximodo within WA TAFE

Advmteps and Dkadventages Frequencies
(N llab)

Advantages
Male efficient leaning
(cossdestky, mom inmseuting) 4
Less travelling ard/or time involved 2
Other: Forced to may, qualified teacher,
eager to find time from cornmitments
once a lam 3
No advanteges 2
Not applicable/no mower 5

Disadvantages
Having dme away from work
Less efficient learning, too my .-1% to abash
Perking
No disadvantages
Not applicableino stover

4
3
1

2
6

Table 74
Advantages and disadvantages of studying by fleximode
compared to weekly classes (Local Government employees)

a Five students made no comment.

b Some students gave muhiple responses.

on-campus study. Another suggestion made was a super
intenrive course of 3-10 days, including the examination
and challenge tests.

Lecturer's Comparisons of Delivery Modes
The lecturer bad previously taught subjects in this ama in
traditional cleans and was now teaching by correspond-
ence. He war dreams in positkm to make compernons
between ileximode end these other methods of delivery.

The mein advantage of this fleximode forntat over classes
was the mewed class contact time for students who would
find 11 difficult to attend classes. It also made it possible for
TAPE to run vieble classes far geographically scattered
poup such as local government employees. Herdmode wu
also cheaper.

The dieadvantage, according to the lecturer, was that there
was not time enough to cover the menial in any depth or
to relste it to poetical eitusions. H. did find, however, that
the assignment work was of * higher standard compared to
the of traditionsl erciernel studies assignments.

Compared to correspondence tesching, the students were
able to obtain direct feedback about their problems or
queries sad to have importent interaction with rem. This
is particularly valuable in this area of worn where em-
ployees are so =Med and have very little opportunity to
'telk shop' with others waiting in the same industry.

The lecturer alio believed the introducing an on-csnrus
component ioto conespondenos courses was very useful for
haters= wooing in disease education k ambled them to
keep in touch with what I. impetus, in Watery, and gave
them the chance to keep up their hicturing Unfontr-
newly them wens dculties for both rift sad students
because 183 College is not really set up to provide on-cam-
pus leeching. It is necessery to teach in a swum mom and
students have problems finding puking.
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Ruknodo Whin WA TAFF .q111
Student and Su Weal Suitability
This lecturer believed that fleximode is mostly suited to
rural and imbued students, or for those who find it difficult
to attend clams. e.g. those on shift week or with smog
demands au disk time. H. also believed thst subjects with

high theory component us most suitable for fleximode
delivery, more an thm practical subjects.

Mods of Payment
The lecturer's time was easily slotted into his normal ti-
metable and thereto, no extrn costs were involved.

Lecturer's Conclusions
There are number of courses offend by TES College
where the addition of an on-campus component could im-
prove the delivery of the come, as well as being quite
cost-effective. They would have to be MO prohasionslly
packaged and the material written specifically for the mode
of delivery rather than the lecturer adapting materiel de-
signed for face-to-face or conespandsoce &livery. As IFS
is carently revising its external studies packages so that
they can be delivered in any modes it may be possible to use
these far this type of amino& delivery. Students would
need to be told well in advance what will be requited. Thew
also needs to be additional provision made within the Col-
lege, for example, a fully equipped classroom, administra-
tive support, and time allowed for class preparation. An
calomel studies college such as TES appears to be in an
ideal ablution to provide fleximode delivery because the
lecturers are not loo tied down to a regular timetsble and can
easily slot in on-campus time as well as provide the admin-
istration required for the off-campus component.
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IM
Petrol Motor

Type of Compadeon Pool crie Child Accounting Total Total
Injection Mechanic Cm lA Group 16

064) OW) C409) 0.140)

Aini0111W
-

Leselveried clam suitudince 1 0 5 7 13 32

Able to study in own time 4 1 1 3 9 22
Leon more efficiently by self 0 3 2 0 5 12

Other e.g. lees tired 1 0 1 1 3 7
No advantages 0 0 0 4 4 10
No responm 2 0 0 5 7 17

Etintwassc
More aeganirastion, self-discipline 0 0 5 4 9 22
Finding time to study 4 1 1 2 8 20
Less teacher contact 0 1 2 1 4 10

Less poetical - no
integmtion with theory

2 1 0 0 3 7

Having to study without help 0 0 0 2 2 5

Mare wotk involved 0 0 1 0 1 2
Nat enough time for teacher's
topiariane 0 0 0 2 2 5
Other, e.g. wars in material 0 1 0 1 2 2
No disadvantages 0 0 0 3 3 7

T.A. 8.3
Comparisons between fleximode and tradidonal classes by titanic& groups

Important Aspects

Extent of Importance

I I
1
1
1 2 3 5

I

Chance to mix with
other callow/. 0 0 2 7 7

Less intemptions to study 0 2 5 0 9

Doing less study by
coneepondoce 1 2 7 3 3

Personal contact will
teachers 0 2 2 12 0

Being able to study the
course in class situation 0 0 1 3 12

Table 84
Important aspects of fleximode delivery: perceptions of
Local Government students

llitpirlenl A spots of Floximodo
Students we*. given a list of various aspects of fleximode
strdy and wind to tete the inspoitence at them on a scale
from '1 ' '5' where '1' is °Not at an huportent' and '5' is
'Extremely Impotent'. The Local Govienment mudents
were given a different list from the ober four groups. These
are listed in Table 8.4 and for the other pope. in Table 8.5
It appears that, for the Local Goverment reepondsets,
mixing with odor colleagues aed being able to study In a
else situation were the most imporont aspects of study for
thins.

Although from responses to the open ended "notions it
appeased that the mejority at students sew lees. or varied
clam attendance as the ponciple advantage of fleximode,
responses to this cpsestion revealed that this was only cm of
the important aspects of ileximode. Table 8.5 indicates that
"Talking to the teacher an a cne-to-ons basis" was 'Ex-
tremely Important' to almost half of the students (46%),
although tide was not general across all groups. About
two-thirds of ibis students rated "Doing written ode at the
upper end of the scale el inspastamee (°4' or '5'). with the
same trend evident across all imps. "Mae time to study
in my own time and place" and "Not having ro mead clams
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APPENDIX 1

Telephone Survey:
Why do students drop out of courses?

Subject: Account Wig 'IA
Ow goal in this survey is to seek some inionnation about
why people leave TAFE. for Mame. nen a subject and
then stop attending classes. Such Womb:Non can then be
used by TARE to improve On quality GM* services that are
offawd. Ow records lake:* that you began studying
Accounting IA at Thornlie College af TAPE but seem to be
no longer attending.

1 At which point in the semester &Ipso stop attending
classes? (find out appredniasely bow many weeks
into the manssur mudent was Won withdrawing). If
student I. still wending. thank hinslher. apologize.
and discontinue interview.

2 Why did you withdraw? (Prompt: and were there any
other reasons? Was that all?)

3 What were your main reasons for enrolling in the sub-
ject?

When students have been asked about their experien-
ces while studying at TAFE, they have spoken about a
number offactors that haw influenced whether they
continued or not. 1d like to know how you rate the
inyrortant of these factors in influencing your decision
to withdraw.

Could you please let me imow4f any of the following
was a very important ftsctor, an important factor or
not at all important.

What about ....?

4 Stsdy problems 1 2 3 4
5 Demands from family, home duties 1 2 3 4
6 Persond demands 1 2 3 4
7 Teacher anasitableldisintsrested 1 2 3 4
8 Course material too herd 1 2 3 4
9 Course material unalitable to needs 1 2 3 4
10 Course tau boring 1 2 3 4
11 Class tentriendlyeelt lonely 1 2 3 4
12 Employment demand, 1 2 3 4
13 Travellinglparking etc 1 2 3 4

If students sendigd by ilswinods. ask q 14-16, if not
go to introduction before q 17

14 Wky did you choose the fledmode class?

15 Did you know it as a flesimode class?

Yes 1

No 2 - GO TO Q 17

16 How did you understand the class was to be organized?

Finally, I'd like to know jssa a few details about you
yourseV in order to put your answers into perspective.

17 At what level did you leave school?

18 Have you undertaken any other study since leaving
school?

Yes

No

1

2 GO TO Q 21

19 Did you complete this?

Yes 1

No 2 - GO TO Q 21

20 What lass the highest level asccessfully compkted?

21 Are you preset* employed?

Yu 1

No 2 - 00 TO Q 23

22 ,VYES, what is your occupation? (Ask details about
firm, duties in film).

23 How are you presently occupied?

24 Is English your first language?

Yes 1

No 2

Thank you for your time and co-operation

5 4

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Al -1



APPENDIX 2

Evaluation of Flexiinode, 1989

Student QueStiOnflaire
MAY
1989

Waal Play and Learning 1
Language 2

Corn= Associated. Dip. Social Science
(Child Care) part-time

Dorothy Toussaint

Curriculum Bnuich, TAFE
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We are always keen to improve the way subjects are offered in TAPE courses and to find out mote
about the ways in which those takingour courses prefer to study. It would be very helpful if you could
answer the following questions. Your responses will be kept confidential.

1 Thinking of the subject, Play and Learning 1

(a) To what extent were you satisfied with the way the material was presented? (Circle the
number that corresponds to the extent of your satisfaction).

Very
Dissatisfied

Very
Satisfied

1 2 3 4 5

(b) Could you give some reasons for your answer to 1(a).

(c) What were the things you liked best about Play and Leanting 1?

(d) What didn't you like about Play and Learning 1?

(e) Could you list any ways in which the course could have been better presented/taught?

2 Thinking of the subject, Language 2

(a) To what extent were you satisfied with the way the material was presented? (Circle the
number that corresponds to the extent of your satisfaction).

Very
Dissatisfied

1 2

Very
Satisfied

3 4 5

(b) Could you give some moons for your answer to 2(a).

(c) What were the things you Red best about Language 2?

(d) What didn't you like about Language 2?

(e) Could you list any ways in which the course could have been better presented/taught?

56
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Advantages/disadvantages of flexlmode

3 To what extent were the following important to you when studying the present subject by

fleximode?

(a) Nfixing with other students 1

(b) More time to study by myself 1

in my own time

(c) Doing written work or 1

assignments

(d) Studying or learning in class 1

with a teacher

(e) Able to talk to teacher on a 1

one-to-one basis by telephone
or face-to-face

(f) Not having to attend class 1

every week

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

Answer 4(5) and 4(b) if you have ever studied by correspondence

4 (a) Comparing your fleximode subject with other subjects that you have studied by
correspondence, what is the main advantage of studying by fleximode instead of
correspondence?

(b) What is the main disadvantage of fleximode study compared to studying by correspond-

ence?

Answer 5(a) and (b) it you have studied by going to clams every week

5 (a) Thinking about other subjects that you have studied by going to classes every week,
,yhat is the main advantage of studying by fleximode instead?

(b) What is the main problem/difficulty in studying by fieximode rather than attending
classes every week?

A2-2 5 7



6 Organization of fleximode dass

To what extent was it true that:

(a) You understood from the
beginning how your class was
to be organized

(b) You knew which parts of the
course you had to study by
yourself

(c) You knew from the start when
you had to attend class

(d) You knew when assignments,
tests and exams would be done

(e) The study guide was easy to
understand

(f) You were able to have your
problems cleared up without
too much difficulty

(g) Fleximode made the study of
this subject more convenient
for you personally.

7 Understanding subject content

How difficult did you find it:

4 A

1
a
sz
1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

sil

I
5

5

5

5

5

5

5

1
(a) To tmderstand the subject 1 2 3 4 5

when studying by yourself

(b) To understand the subject 1 2 3 4 5
when the teacher taught
(discussed) it in class

8 (a) If the college offered another subject by fleximode next year, would you: (Rate 1.3 in
order of preference)

Choose fleximode again

Prefer to go to class every week

Prefer to study by correspondence

(b) Could you give your reasons for this.
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~mod. wok, WA TAFE

10 (a) Could you rate the effectiveness of the following ways of learning for Es.

Studying by yourself from
textbooks, study guides

Learning firom a lecturer/
teacher in class

Doing reseamh from many
different books and journals

Workshops/practical sessions/
doing things for myself

Tutodals/class discussions
with teacher

Giving a talk, demonstration
etc. to the class

Using audio-visual material
e.g. tapes, videos

Self-paced learning that is,
working through the course
by yourself

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

(b) Are there any other ways of learning that you have found to be effective for you?

ABOUT YOU

11 Age

12 Gender

13 At what level did you leave school?

14 Qualifications gained since leaving school.

15 Other courses completed since leaving school.

16 What type of family situadon describes you best?

Living with partner - no children 1

Living with partner - children to care foi 2

Single - still living with parent(s) 3

Single - not living with patent(s), no children 4

No live-in panner but have children to care for 5

17 Do you have a paid job or are you self-employed?

Yes 1 How many hours do you work
No 2 in an average week

6o



18 How long have you been employed in the Child Care field?

19 Below could you please add any other comments you would like to make about this crone.

Date Completed

THANKS VERY MUCH!



Fleximode Delivery in TAFE Colleges

1989

Teacher
Questionnaire

Dorothy Toussaint

Curriculum Branch, TAFE



1 NAME:

2 INSTITUTION:

3 SUBJECT:

4 NUMBER OF STUDENTS:

5 ATTENDANCS PATTERN OF STUDENTS:

6 REASON FOR INTRODUCING FLEXIMODE:

7 Have you taught this subject in any other way before?

Face-to-face teaching 1

Correspondence 2

Other

What changes did you notice in regard to:

8 the way you covered the material the students had to know

9 the way you used the time in class

10 the way the students used the class time

11 the assignments completed by the students

12 the students' understanding of the subject

13 How were you paid for fleximode delivery?

14 Do you believe this was equitable when you think of your working load for this subject:

Yes 1 -GOTOQ 16

No 2
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15 What would have been a more equitable mode of payment?

What do you see as the major advantages of fleximode deliveq in comparison to conventional face-
to-face teaching

16 for the students?

17 for you?

18 for TAFE in general?

What do you see are the major problems or difficulties of fleximode delivery compared to face-to-face
teaching

19 for the students?

20 for you?

21 for TAFE in general?

22 Have you ever taught by correspondence?

Yes 1

No 2 -GOTOQ 29

What do you see as the major advantages of fleximode compared to teaching by correspondence

23 for the students?

24 for you?

25 for TAPE in general?

What do you see as the major problems or difficulties of fleximode delivery compared to teaching by
correspondence

26 for the students?

27 for you?

28 for TAFE in general?



29 If you were asked to teach the same or another subject by fleximode again, what would be
your reaction?

30 What sort of students seem to gain the most benefit from fleximode?

31 What sort of students cope best with fleximode?

32 Which subjects are most suited to fleximode delivery?

33 Can you make any recommendafions about the way fleximode delivery of your subject could
be improved?

34 Can you make any recommendations for the use of fleximode delivery across the TM%
system (priznpt - what sort of stnttegies/changes could make fleximode delivery easier?)

35 Do you have any other commenu to make regarding your experience with fleximode, or
fleximode in general?

5



APPENDIX 4

Composition Of Groups Responding to Survey

TYPE OF GROUP

Characteristic
Petrol
Fuel
Injection

Motorcycle
Mechanic

Child

'88

Care

'89

Accamting
lA

Local
Government

(N) (8) (4) (6) (9) (20) (16)
Gender

Male 8 4 0 0 5 14

Female

lizt
0 0 6 9 15 2

Unknown 0 0 0 0 1 1

Leu than 20 year 0 4 0 1 2 0
20 to 25 years 0 0 4 2 7 2
26 to 30 years 1 0 0 1 2 6
31 to 40 years 4 0 2 5 4 6
More than 40 years 3 0 0 0 4 1

x 38.33 17.5 26.0 29.0 29.89 31.47

ad 10.44 1.29 8.46 6.75 9.66 5.76
Year Level Left School

Unknown 0 0 0 0 1 0
Before Year 10 1 0 0 0 1 0
Year 10 4 2 4 3 7 4
Year 11 2 1 0 1 4 5

Year 12 1 1 2 5 7 7

Family Situation'

Single
- with parents 0 3 - 1 5 1

Single
- no children 0 1 - 3 2 0
No partner
- children 0 0 - 1 2 0
With partner
- no children home 3 0 - 0 6 5

With partner
- children 5 0 - 4 5 10

4 The 1988 Child Car 1 Group were not asked for details about this.
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